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About  
Creative 
Partnerships 
Creative Partnerships is the government’s flagship 
creativity project for schools and young people, 
funded by the Department for Culture, Media and 
Sport and the Department for Education and Skills. 
Set up in 2003, it is now operating throughout the 
country, working with and influencing teaching and 
learning in schools across England. Our work is 
focused on approximately 1000 core schools in  
36 areas of deprivation, although we have worked 
and shared our experience with at least 4000  
further schools.

Creative Partnerships provides schoolchildren 
across England with the opportunity to develop 
creativity in learning and to take part in cultural 
activities of the highest quality. It is a programme  
that provides a powerful and inspirational tool for 
change, genuinely capturing the imagination of 
children, parents, carers, teachers, cultural partners 
and wider school communities. Our projects 
transform expectations, provoking those involved  
to continue learning and working creatively, and 
invoking shifts in thinking in the education system  
for the longer term. 

Managed by Arts Council England, Creative 
Partnerships helps schools to identify their individual 
needs and then enables them to develop long-term, 
sustainable partnerships with cultural and creative 
organisations and individuals. These include 
museums, galleries, filmmakers, scientists,  
architects, philosophers and many others.

Creative Partnerships recognises the opportunities 
that galleries and museums provide for young 
people and its area offices are working with many  
of them to forge sustainable long-term partnerships 
with schools. The gallery provides a unique learning 
environment in which young people are able to 
engage directly with artworks and explore artists’ 
practice. The role of the gallery educator is crucial  
to the experience and many have pioneered 
approaches to the development of creative skills  
in young people which have deeply influenced the 
practice of Creative Partnerships.

This process of collaboration in galleries creates 
many opportunities for creative learning. Young 
learners are able to make connections between old 
and new ideas, they are able to think and work in 
teams. They are encouraged to question and reflect 
on what they see. Most importantly they are able to 
explore the open- ended creative journeys on which 
artists embark and their capacity to imagine the world 
differently; this is fundamental to the creative process 
in all walks of life. 

For all these reasons, Creative Partnerships will 
continue to develop practice throughout England  
in collaboration with galleries and to explore further 
opportunities for teachers to work creatively with 
gallery educators and artists. 

PAUL COLLARD – National Director, Creative Partnerships
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engage is delighted to work with Creative 
Partnerships on this publication exploring the 
contribution of gallery education to teaching 
and learning in schools through the Creative 
Partnerships programme. This publication 
follows the valuable scoping exercise by  
Sheila McGregor and Emily Pringle, published 
in �005, outlining the work that galleries and 
Creative Partnerships have carried out together 
and identifying areas for collaborations between 
schools and galleries in line with national 
initiatives in education. In the essays in  
this publication, artists, teachers, gallery 
educators and colleagues working in  
Creative Partnerships, reflect on the potential 
for collaborations between galleries and 
schools to enhance teaching and learning 
across the curriculum and focus on a number 
of key themes.

Curriculum innovation 
Esen Kaya and Sue Webb describe, from a 
gallery educator’s and teacher’s perspective, 
using the visual arts to teach the whole 
curriculum in two primary schools in Cornwall 
and Slough. With the support of Newlyn Art 
Gallery and the National Gallery respectively, 
pupils and teachers at each school use one 
painting per term as the basis for learning  
all of the foundation subjects. For Creative 
Partnerships London South, teachers and 
pupils used an exhibition of fashion and  
textiles created by Helen Storey with her 
scientist sister Dr Kate Storey to think through 
how subjects are taught, with art and science 
teachers in one school experimenting by 
teaching each other’s subjects.

Pupil-centred learning 
In Bristol, Amanda Colbourne describes how 
students at Hareclive Primary School gained 
self-confidence through setting up their own 
art studio, Room 13, using a model created  
by young people in a Scottish school. 

Raising young people’s aspirations  
Anna Cutler, Creative Partnerships Kent, 
explores a project with Year 10 BTEC Art & 
Design Diploma students at Marlowe Academy 
who created an exhibition for Outfitters gallery, 
Margate, a space run for Creative Partnerships 
by students from the University of the Creative 
Arts. Marlowe Academy students learnt 
alongside artists, teachers and art students. 
This process encouraged students to think 
about continuing their education in the visual 
arts and working in the cultural sector.

The relevance of contemporary art practice  
David Gilbert discusses a project with students 
from Brinsworth Comprehensive School, 
Rotherham, in which young people co-curated 
an exhibition of artists’ work related to current 
social issues. The relevance of the artists’ work 
to young people’s lives, Gilbert argues, held 
participants’ attention. Sara Giddens describes 
how students and teachers at Seagrove 
Primary School, Nottingham were introduced 
to cutting edge artistic practice, creating 
installation and land art with an exhibition  
and a performance at The Bonington Gallery, 
Nottingham. Gilbert and Giddens’ experiences 
are by no means atypical in Creative 
Partnership schools. 

McGregor notes that Creative Partnerships 
schools use contemporary art to deliver the 
curriculum and that this is in marked contrast 
to the trend nationally identified by research  
by the National Foundation for Educational 
Research 1 which demonstrated that most 
schools shy away from using contemporary  
art within teaching.

The role of artists and teachers 
Leanne Turvey describes a programme 
developed by Chisenhale Gallery, London  
with Creative Partnerships in Bristol during 
which artists and teachers in London and 
Bristol created a programme with Special 
Schools in Bristol. The collaboration pointed  
up the challenges and benefits of professionals 
working together who are differently trained 
and operate within different frameworks.  
Noel Dunne describes placing six artists in  
high schools across the Black Country. The 
artists created works about their experience 
which were exhibited at The Lighthouse, 
Wolverhampton. At the exhibition teachers, 
artists, students and others reflected on 
teaching, art and education.

These diverse projects highlight the potential 
for galleries to work with teachers, artists and 
young people in schools and galleries. 
engage’s members – artists, gallery educators 
and teachers – have an important role to play 
in the creation and delivery of future projects 
which can enrich and support creative teaching 
and learning in galleries and schools.

Introduction

Notes:
(1) Downing, D. and Watson, R. (�004)  
School art: What’s in it? Exploring 
visual arts in secondary schools. 
London: National Foundation for 
Educational Research. Commissioned 
by Arts Council England and Tate.

JANE SILLIS – Director, engage
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Preface
Education and outreach activities are a growing area of work in the 
visual arts sector. There are currently 1�00 organisations in England 
regularly showing contemporary art and a recent report indicates that 
about 60% of these organisations are engaged in education and 
outreach activities.1 The engage survey, in �005, on the contribution 
that gallery education can make to schools � and this publication 
commissioned by Creative Partnerships are therefore timely as they 
explore the extent and nature of gallery education activities being 
undertaken through Creative Partnerships.

A recent piece of research exploring the content of the secondary 
school art curriculum 3 points to limited creative approaches. It also 
highlights the emphasis on students’ acquisition of technical skills, with 
considerably less focus on exploring meaning and issues through art. 
What is evident in the engage survey, and this publication, is the way  
in which gallery education within Creative Partnerships is diversifying 
approaches to teaching and learning and responding more effectively  
to the needs of individual students. Contemporary art and artists are 
central to this work, introducing a more speculative and open-ended 
approach to learning. Gallery education projects have also taken place 
across the curriculum and can support the development of generic  
skills such as speaking and listening, teamwork and problem solving. 
This work demonstrates a distinctive contribution to curriculum 
development and the multiple learning opportunities exemplified  
by good gallery education. 

An important aspect of gallery education is the engagement with 
original works of art and the gallery context. Initial findings from the 
action research programme, en-quire 4, indicate that there is a positive 
impact on young people’s learning when work takes place in the special 
context of the gallery. Opportunities for teachers and children to visit 
galleries are essential in the development of creative learning and should 
be considered as central to current and emerging government initiatives, 
such as education outside of the classroom.

Arts Council England will continue to promote opportunities to share 
and disseminate practice, and advocate the unique contribution of 
galleries and visual arts organisations to delivering the cultural offer  
with and to young people. 

Notes:
(1) Working in the Presentation  
of Contemporary Visual Arts,  
University of Warwick.
(�) A scoping study for Creative 
Partnerships on creativity, creative 
partnerships and gallery education, 
Sheila McGregor and Emily Pringle, 
(engage, Creative Partnerships), �005.
(3) Downing, D. and Watson, R. (�004) 
School art: What’s in it? Exploring 
visual arts in secondary schools. 
London: National Foundation for 
Educational Research. Commissioned 
by Arts Council England and Tate. 
(4) The en-quire programme is 
managed by engage in association 
with Arts Council England. en-quire is 
funded by the Department for Culture, 
Media and Sport and the Department 
for Education and Skills as part of the 
Museums and Galleries Education 
Strategy. 

VIVIENNE REISS – Visual Arts Department, Arts Council England
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Towards an inspired future: 
How can the aims of Creative 
Partnerships be furthered 
through engagement in 
gallery education? 
In �004 Creative Partnerships commissioned  
a series of short scoping surveys from various 
organisations, including engage. The aim was 
to solicit an external view of its activities at an 
important moment of transition, as its 
geographical remit expanded from sixteen  
to thirty-six locations. 

These scoping surveys considered a wide 
range of topics, from the teaching of 
citizenship, to the challenge of increasing 
parental involvement in schools. Only ours, 
however, focused on a single artform – a 
measure, perhaps, of the high profile enjoyed 
by engage and an acknowledgement of the 
central role played by the visual arts, in the 
broadest sense of the term, within many 
Creative Partnerships programmes.  

As we embarked on the study, one thing 
rapidly became clear: it would not be easy to 
generalise about the links that had developed 
between Creative Partnerships and gallery 
education. To begin with, the term ‘gallery 
education’ encompasses a large and complex 
field of activity, from sessions about historic 
portraiture in large national institutions, to 
artist-led projects using the newest of media  
in small contemporary spaces. engage’s 
membership, embracing as it does over five 
hundred arts centres, artists’ studios, sculpture 
parks, galleries, public art agencies and 
museums, is itself an indication of this diversity. 

Nor is Creative Partnerships in any sense 
monolithic. The programme operates in places 
as different as rural Norfolk and inner-city 
Salford, with correspondingly wide variations  
in cultural infrastructure and educational need. 
Its delivery arrangements and response to local 
context vary from one part of the country to 
another. Against this backdrop, we knew that  
it would be difficult and undesirable to make 
sweeping judgements. 

Narrowing our field of enquiry was a further 
challenge. We were struck by the vast number 
of projects that had used visual artists in some 
capacity and by the sheer range of ways in 
which Creative Partnerships is seeking to 
improve children’s visual literacy. The well-
documented ‘Art of Looking’ project, involving 
Hythe Community School in Kent, is just one 
outstanding example. But for the purposes of 
our research, we decided to concentrate on 
projects with a strong gallery link (using the 
term ‘gallery’ in its widest possible sense). 

Over a period of two months, we interviewed 
key figures in Creative Partnerships and the 
gallery education sector and read numerous 
case studies and evaluation reports. We were 
keen to keep an open mind about the nature of 
the relationship between Creative Partnerships 
and galleries, as we felt that this was as much 
an opportunity for the gallery education sector 
to learn about itself as it was for Creative 
Partnerships to gather evidence about its  
own practice. It is sometimes salutary,  
after all, to see ourselves as others see us.

SHEILA MCGREGOR
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By the time we began, Creative Partnerships 
was little more than two years old in its sixteen 
Phase One areas. In many – perhaps even 
most – cases, we were inviting comment  
about a relationship that was relatively new  
and still evolving. It is worth noting at the  
outset that our observations reflect the state  
of play in late �004, since when much will  
have changed yet again. 

Several of our interviewees acknowledged  
an initial mismatch in perceptions about what 
Creative Partnerships was ‘for’. Some galleries 
understood the initiative as a covert mechanism 
for putting the arts back into the curriculum, 
rather than as a means of nurturing children’s 
creative capacities across the full range of 
subject areas and bringing about fundamental 
climate-change in schools. There was a 
tendency on the part of some galleries,  
in common with other arts organisations,  
to see Creative Partnerships as a funding 
stream for existing products on which schools 
could have little formative impact. There was 
sometimes also frustration within Creative 
Partnerships about curatorial resistance to  
the idea of accommodating children’s work  
in gallery spaces and a suspicion that senior 
gallery staff had not always taken Creative 
Partnerships’ philosophy to heart. 

For their part, gallery educators were  
often uneasy in the early stages of Creative 
Partnerships about the emphasis given to 
internal school agendas. Left to define needs 
and aspirations for themselves, people are 
necessarily constrained by the limitations  
of their own experience – the classic bind  
of all user consultation. Many in the gallery 
education sector consequently found that 
teachers were not open to the possibility of 
trying something new and opted instead for 
projects that appeared to offer quick and 
predictable gains. In some areas it had been 
difficult to find a ‘way in’ to the Creative 
Partnerships programme and to establish 
good channels of communication. There  
were also capacity issues for many galleries  
in developing the long-term, tailor-made 
projects that schools seemed to want.  
Larger institutions, especially those 
participating in Renaissance in the Regions, 
found themselves under an opposite and 
conflicting pressure from the Department  
for Culture, Media and Sport simply to get 
schoolchildren through the door.

Nonetheless, it soon became apparent in 
talking to Creative Partnerships and gallery  
staff that most Creative Partnerships areas 
were working with most galleries in the 
immediate vicinity and that excellent, long- 
term, transformational work was taking place. 
The three-year partnership between Charles 
Edward Brooke School and the National 
Gallery, which was supported by Creative 
Partnerships, London South, is a case in  
point. Urban conurbations, with their extensive 
gallery infrastructure, had obvious advantages 
in this respect. But we found that where there 
are fewer galleries, for example in Norfolk, 
Creative Partnerships has instead worked 
extensively with individual artists. 

It was clear, moreover, that the relationship 
between gallery staff and Creative Partnerships 
has by no means solely been about the 
delivery of projects. In many parts of the 
country – for instance, in Bristol, Cornwall, 
London East and South – gallery educators 
have been closely involved with Creative 
Partnerships at a strategic level, acting as 
‘critical friends’, ‘creative agents’, trainers, 
mentors, brokers and advisors. 

Creative Partnerships has sought to build 
bridges more directly too. In Birmingham,  
it took the radical step of funding dedicated 
posts within the museum and gallery sector  
as a means of shoring up capacity and 
ensuring that genuinely developmental work 
with schools could take place. The posts of 
Creative Partnerships Coordinator at Ikon 
Gallery and Creative Learning Officer within  
the West Midlands Hub have both contributed 
enormously to a rich and wide-ranging 
programme of activity in the city and wider 
region. Maria Balshaw, Creative Director in 
Birmingham, estimates that at least �5% of 
Creative Partnerships projects have had a 
gallery connection. 

Other places have moved in a similar direction: 
Slough now has a Visual Arts Coordinator;  
in the Tees Valley, Creative Partnerships and 
Museums, Libraries and Archives North East 
have co-funded the post of Heritage Officer; 
and Yorkshire’s Regional Director has joined 
forces with Yorkshire Museums, Libraries and 
Archives Council in commissioning research 
into how the region’s arts and heritage 
organisations can be supported to make  
the idea of ‘cultural entitlement’ a reality.

Within the Creative Partnerships programmes 
themselves, there has generally been a strong 
focus on contemporary art practice. There is, 
of course, nothing new about this within the 
world of gallery education. However, it does 
seem to us noteworthy in the context of 
research about the secondary school 
curriculum recently commissioned by Arts 
Council England and Tate from the National 
Foundation for Educational Research, which 
indicates that art teachers are concerned with 
the development of narrowly defined ‘skills’, 
draw on a limited range of art historical 
references (confined mainly to male artists  
of the �0th century) and give contemporary  
art a wide berth because of its perceived lack 
of skill.1
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In Creative Partnerships, the opposite has 
been the case. To give just a few examples, 
primary pupils in Nottingham learned about  
the nature of ‘installation’ by actually creating 
one in The Bonington Gallery; a group of 
secondary pupils in Rotherham worked with 
Creative Partnerships, Barnsley, Rotherham 
and Doncaster, to curate an exhibition involving 
new media at Doncaster Art Gallery; through 
the agency of Ikon Gallery, pupils in 
Birmingham have worked with many prominent 
contemporary artists, including George Shaw, 
Anya Gallacio, Hayley Newman and Lizzie 
Bean; and in Liverpool, a number of schools 
worked alongside exhibitors in the �004 
Biennial, including several artists from overseas. 
The longevity and intellectual ambition of these 
projects has gone far beyond anything that 
could be achieved in the classroom. 

It would seem from the above (and many  
other examples) that contemporary art  
practice offers opportunities to engage in 
open-ended, speculative learning, alongside 
adults who have a licence to think and operate 
differently from teachers. It also suggests that 
the provisional nature of contemporary art, the  
fact that it has not been securely validated by 
curators, critics and historians, can excite and 
motivate students more accustomed to acting 
as passive recipients of received wisdom about 
works of art in the existing canon. 

Another consistent theme in our scoping  
was the cross-curricular relevance of gallery 
education and its efficacy in promoting such 
generic skills as speaking and listening, literacy 
and problem solving. This is not in itself a 
startling insight; it could be argued that such 
multiple ‘spin-offs’ may result from any well-
conceived creative project. Yet the fact  
is that these benefits are not always linked in 
teachers’ minds with the experience of visiting 
an art gallery. To summarise crudely, teachers 
see galleries as offering a visual experience,  
not an intellectual one. 

Again, just a couple of examples make  
the point. Our World Inside Out: Signs and 
Symbols – Africa and Islam at the Whitworth 
Art Gallery in Manchester, involved Year � 
children from two primary schools in an 
exploration of the gallery’s rich collection of 
African artefacts and textiles, which acted  
as a catalyst for the creation of short stories, 
scripts and visual characters. The ambitious 
exhibition project Futurology: The Black 
Country �0�4, organised in association  
with The New Art Gallery Walsall, drew on  
the skills of artists whose practice is ideas –  
as opposed to craft-led. Their imaginative  
and questioning interventions in school life 
arguably did more for students’ understanding 
of citizenship than the approaches routinely 
taken within the curriculum.

Inspired by gallery visits, several schools within 
Creative Partnerships are using the visual arts 
to develop radical and exemplary models of 
cross-curricular learning. Priory School in 
Slough now teaches all Foundation subjects 
and parts of the core primary curriculum 
through the study of works of art, a process 
kick-started by a memorable training session 
for the entire staff team at the National Gallery. 
St Buryan School in Cornwall is working in a 
similar way, with the support of Newlyn Art 
Gallery. In both schools, the impact on attain-
ment and staff morale has been staggering.

These examples demonstrate the crucial 
importance of investing in the creativity of 
teachers themselves, something galleries are 
not always equipped or necessarily disposed 
to do. Indeed, there is a view among Creative 
Partnerships’ staff that galleries are failing to 
capitalise on what ought to be their biggest 
asset, namely expertise in decoding visual 
imagery. What teachers want, they say, is a 
basic training in how to look at art and use  
it to unlock feelings, thinking and discussion.  
In order to understand the catalytic power  
of involvement with the visual arts, they need  
to experience it for themselves. Yet relatively 
few galleries offer such training beyond the 
customary introductory exhibition tour or 
INSET session. 

In the interests of sustainability, however,  
we must work more closely with the teaching 
profession. This is where some of our larger 
institutions – particularly Tate and the National 
Gallery – have a considerable contribution to 
make. ‘Tate Teachers’, essentially a national 
Continuing Professional Development Institute 
for teachers, is a welcome step in the right 
direction. So, too, is the Initial Teacher Training 
(ITT) project currently underway within 
Manchester/Salford Creative Partnerships – 
the only ITT initiative we encountered within 
Creative Partnerships that involves museums 
and galleries. 

Altogether, this question of sustainability 
loomed ever larger as we worked on the 
scoping survey and will presumably become 
more acute as Creative Partnerships 
approaches the end of its current funding 
agreement in �008. As we grappled with the 
vast amounts of evidence, documentation and 
evaluation generated by Creative Partnerships 
and the gallery education sector, we began to 
wonder where it is all leading. Gallery 
educators, teachers and academic researchers 
are evaluating different things, in different ways, 
and for different purposes. That’s inevitable, 
you might say. Yet, if we are to bring about real 
change within our education system, then we 
need a greater degree of coherence and 
unanimity about the kind of learners we want 
our children to become, the nature of the 
processes that can best support their learning 
and the language we use to describe it. 
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Even within our own sector, there are significant 
divergences. The Generic Learning Outcomes 
(GLOs) associated with the Museums, Libraries 
and Archives Council’s Inspiring Learning for  
All (ILFA) framework tell us a great deal about 
the benefits children derive from using 
museums and galleries and give us vital 
evidence of ‘impact’ for use in negotiation with 
government. Experience has also shown the 
ILFA framework to be a powerful audit tool for 
organisational development. However, many  
in gallery education feel that the GLOs do not 
go far enough in helping those of us who work 
in art galleries (as opposed to museums) to 
articulate the ‘specialness’ of learning from 
works of art and with artists. Nor, arguably, 
have we yet provided compelling evidence 
about the specific nature of the learning 
process in galleries, the environmental, 
pedagogical, social and psychological factors 
that make a gallery visit so very different from 
what children normally experience in the 
classroom. These are, of course, precisely  
the issues that engage’s en-quire  
programme � is designed to elucidate. 

Many would argue, too, that we need to 
become cannier and more discerning in our 
response to educational agendas – quicker, 
perhaps, to spot how the nature of what we do 
connects with such notions as ‘personalisation’, 
‘assessment for learning’ and a ‘competence-
based curriculum’; with the five main themes  
of The Children Act �004, (Be healthy; Stay 
safe; Enjoy and achieve; Make a positive 
contribution; Achieve economic well-being); 
and with the ‘skills framework’ for all learners 
aged 11 to 19 currently under development  
at the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority  
(which identifies effective learners as ‘active 
investigators’, ‘confident collaborators’, 
‘practical self-managers’, ‘creative 
contributors’ and ‘reflective learners’). 

This will only happen if we remain closely in 
touch with the education sector at every level, 
including the very highest. Because of its 
national profile and powerful connection with 
policy-makers, Creative Partnerships can help 
us do just that. But we need a more systematic 
sharing of information and evidence, as well as 
agreement about the conclusions that can be 
drawn from our combined experiences. 

What might these conclusions be? Our 
research for the scoping survey suggests  
that we must continue to stress the:

•  Absolute value of engaging with real  
works of art in settings outside school  
(at a time when schools are finding it 
increasingly difficult to take children out)

•  Excitement of working with artists whose 
practice is new, provisional and often 
provocative

•  Intellectual dimension of gallery education,  
its usefulness as a vehicle for promoting self-
expression, analysis and imaginative thought

•  Fundamental importance of extending 
teachers’ own repertoire; and the value  
of long-term partnerships that can deepen 
over time. 

However familiar these messages may  
be, it seems that we can never state them 
often enough. We are grateful to Creative 
Partnerships for enabling us to do so in the 
pages of this publication – a moment of 
reflection and celebration in what we hope  
will be a continuing conversation.

THIS ARTICLE DRAWS ON A SCOPING 
STUDY UNDERTAKEN JOINTLY BY EMILY 
PRINGLE AND SHEILA MCGREGOR FOR 
ENGAGE AND CREATIVE PARTNERSHIPS 
BETWEEN OCTOBER �004 AND  
FEBRUARY �005. 

A COPY OF THE FULL REPORT CAN  
BE ORDERED FROM ENGAGE.

Notes:
(1) Downing, D. and Watson, R. (�004) 
School art: What’s in it? Exploring 
visual arts in secondary schools. 
London: National Foundation for 
Educational Research. Commissioned 
by Arts Council England and Tate. 
(�) A national, action research 
programme with the aim of exploring, 
assessing and articulating the special  
learning benefits to young people of 
working with contemporary art and  
the gallery space. 
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Creative Partnerships aims to create 
opportunities for creative practitioners,  
schools and young people to work in 
partnership in order to explore the nature of 
creative interactions. It also aims to discover 
what can be learnt from these opportunities 
that can usefully be applied to the practices  
of teaching and learning. The emphasis is on 
creativity, rather than art. It would, therefore,  
be legitimate to ask why Creative Partnerships 
works with artists, other than for the obvious 
reason that it is run by Arts Council England.  
In order to answer this, I want to explore some 
of the knottier questions about art, what it is, 
what artists do and how their work and 
practices can be understood.

The following catalogue entry from Bill 
Drummond for the exhibition STRIKE  
points to what is, for me, a central problem:  
the widespread public perception that art  
is essentially meaningless and operates 
independently of the rest of human life;  
it is disassociated, and the majority of  
the population would not even notice  
its disappearance if artistic production  
were to cease. 

‘Hey Bill, 
I would like to invite you to present a text  
work within STRIKE, at Wolverhampton  
Art Gallery, which will run from September  
14th – November 9th 2002. I would like you  
to respond to the question below: 
How does/could/would the withdrawal of art 
affect the world? 
Does your answer to the question reveal ways 
that art can affect, or strike a blow on the 
structure of the world?’  
Gavin Wade, curator, STRIKE

So in my notebook I wrote in letters as large  
as the page could take, ABANDON ALL  
ART NOW. It felt good just to put those words 
on paper… Then we got carried away and 
decided to turn this four-word scrawl into  
a mission statement. I think this is why.  
If, as a statement or a command it was a nod 
towards the futility of all art, it also inherently 
acknowledged that the making of the 
statement was totally futile, that however loudly 
we crowed it, no art would be abandoned.  
So we promptly got on the ‘phone and booked 
a full-page ad in The Sun, naturally our first 
choice as the largest selling daily in the country 
and the most expensive to advertise in. It cost 
us £22,000. There was also another reason  
for choosing The Sun: we believed we could 
safely assume that our advert would not detain 
the attention of even one of its eight million 
readers for any longer than it took them to 
realise that there was nothing on the page  
that was relevant to their lives in any way. 1

How did we reach this position?  
In 1984 the philosopher Arthur Danto began  
to develop a theory about the End of Art which 
could explain how this happened �. Sometime 
around ad1400 the idea of art as art seems to 
emerge. Art was being made before then, of 
course, but at the time it didn’t function as art; 
it wasn’t produced as art, but made for quite  
a different, generally devotional purpose. The 
creator of religious icons wasn’t credited, so  
as well as there being no concept of art as art, 
there was a correlating lack of any concept of 
an artist before the Renaissance. We now 
recognise these icons as art objects, but this 
idea would have had no meaning when they 
were created. Giorgio Vasari’s Lives of the 
Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors and 
Architects, published in 1550, located the  
artist as central to the narrative of Renaissance 
art, and was arguably the first attempt at 
writing a Story of Art. 

So what was characteristic of art as art in the 
Renaissance? Mimesis, the imitation of external 
reality or the convincing realisation of imagined 
scenes, was the primary characteristic. Of the 
Mona Lisa, Vasari wrote that, 

‘The nose, with its beautiful and delicately 
roseate nostrils, might be easily believed to be 
alive… the carnation of the cheeks does not 
appear to be painted, but truly of flesh and 
blood; he who looks earnestly at the pit of the 
throat cannot but believe he sees the beating 
of the pulses.’ 3

What is art for?  
Creative Partnerships, 
contemporary visual arts 
and social engagement
DAVID GILBERT
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Technical innovation, through discoveries  
such as perspective and chiaroscuro to create 
the illusion of depth and modelling, enabled 
increasingly lifelike images to be made. Art 
was, for almost five centuries, defined as the 
imitation of life, and the quality of a work of art 
was determined by the extent to which the 
viewer was convinced that they were looking  
at reality, by the quality of the illusion. 

In the 19th century everything changed.  
This was not a sudden but a gradual change 
over a period of time. The traditional History  
of Art places Manet’s Le Déjeuner sur L’Herbe 
(1863) at the beginning of the next chapter of 
the story of art, modernism. Danto calls this 
period the Age of Manifestos, an era in which 
artists sought to overthrow the definition of art 
as mimesis and instead to find a philosophical 
definition of art. Of course, these various  
avant-gardes met with resistance and were 
criticised as being,

‘Nothing but the gross puerility which scrawls 
indecencies on the walls of a privy. The 
drawing is on the level of an untaught child,  
the sense of colour that of a tea-tray painter, 
the method that of a schoolboy who wipes  
his fingers on a slate after spitting on them. 
They are works of impotent stupidity,  
a pornographic show.’ 4 

This was the indignant response of the poet 
Wilfred Scawen Blunt to the First Post-
Impressionism Exhibition staged in London  
in 1910, which included works by artists who 
we now regard as indisputably great painters – 
Matisse, Cézanne, Van Gogh and Picasso. 
Given that his primary criterion for judging 
quality was mimetic accuracy, then Blunt’s 
response is completely understandable; these 
now iconic paintings would, by the prevailing 
definition of the time, not have been art at all  
or, at best, would be very bad art. 

With modernism, the notion of visual truth as 
the defining feature of art gives way to philo-
sophical truth as the key attribute, with each 
successive and competing movement trying  
to establish its credentials as embodying the 
essential truth of art. The direction shifts from 
the pursuit of beauty to the pursuit of truth.
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The difficulty with the century following on from 
Manet’s Le Déjeuner sur L’Herbe is that the 
process of artistic development becomes 
increasingly reductive, as successive artistic 
movements tried to strip away more and more 
of what was non-essential to being a work of 
art, first rejecting illusion, then representation, 
leading to the total negation of mimesis as the 
basis of art. Clement Greenberg is the critic 
most closely associated with this narrative,

‘What I’m getting at, in a way I hope isn’t so 
roundabout, is the fact that art and the history 
of art can be approached and discussed 
illuminatingly all by themselves, as though 
taking place in an area of experience that’s 
autonomous, a place that doesn’t have to be 
connected with any other area of experience  
in order to have sense made of it.’ 5

So Greenberg champions the formalism of 
Abstract Expressionism, the elimination of 
representation and the pursuit of an absolute 
‘purity’ of painting. The autonomy of the art 
object is seen here as the defining feature of  
it, and the task of Greenberg’s narrative is to 
define the art object as qualitatively different 
from any other type of object. 

This is where Danto says the End of Art occurs, 
although, of course, he is only able to do so 
retrospectively. He describes seeing Andy 
Warhol’s 1964 exhibition of Brillo Box sculptures 
and finding himself wondering why they were 
art. What was it that differentiated them from 
actual Brillo boxes? He thought that they 
certainly were art, but could not, at the time, 
say why. Twenty years later, some time around 
1984, he realised that what had happened was 
that he had witnessed a key moment in the 
End of Art. The grand narrative of the Story  
of Art had nearly reached its conclusion and 
almost literally painted itself into a corner.

‘Because painting is a game, 
Because painting is the application 
(consciously or otherwise) of the rules of 
composition, 
Because painting is the freezing of movement, 
Because painting is the representation  
(or interpretation or appropriation or 
disputation or presentation) of objects, 
Because painting is a springboard for the 
imagination, 
Because painting is spiritual illustration, 
Because painting is justification, 
Because painting serves an end, 
Because to paint is to give aesthetic value  
to flowers, women, eroticism, the daily 
environment, art, Dadaism, psychoanalysis 
and the war in Vietnam, 
We are not painters.’ 6
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Daniel Buren, writing here in 196�, was painting 
the same striped canvas over and over again 
along with his fellow French painters. Robert 
Ryman was repeating the monochrome 
canvases of Malevich. Ultimately, there  
was nothing left to strip away, no innate 
philosophical truth to be discovered.

The narrative Danto suggests is rather different 
to the modernist tale of a tireless and linear 
quest for spiritual truth. At first, art was mimesis 
and mimesis was art; then, several different 
things were art, each striving to be more pure 
and truthful than the rest. After 1964, it became 
possible for everything to be art, because  
there were no longer any constraints of style  
or philosophy. Art no longer had to look a 
particular way.

Of course, artists continue to paint mimetically 
and continue to paint Abstract Expressionist 
paintings in this post-historical period, but they 
are no longer new discoveries on a journey to 
artistic truth; they have become ‘styles’. Art 
has, in a sense, attained self-consciousness.

What does this mean for the audience?  
How will we know whether we are looking  
at art or non-art? A UNESCO report of 1969 
observes that there is a gap of fifty years 
between important creative innovation and  
its acceptance by the ordinary public.�  
This explains why reproductions of paintings 
by Jackson Pollock and Mark Rothko are so 
readily bought as interior decoration at IKEA. 

I would say that we have moved from an 
aesthetic to a social definition of art, to a 
situation in which the ‘artworld’ (museums, 
galleries, dealers, critics and artists themselves) 
enables the classification of objects as art or 
non-art – ‘conferring status’ as Dickie calls it.8 
Instead of the value resting in the art object – 
as is the case with the aesthetic definition  
of art – the value is now in the relationship 
between the art object and the ‘artworld’  
– the social context. This means that anything 
can be art, which makes life difficult for the 
audience, as art and its meaning can no  
longer be identified by straightforward visual 
characteristics, but must be sought by 
exploring its social context, its critical position. 

What is the experience of the student  
of art?  
Looking at the curriculum we find that art  
& design is not a core subject and at Key  
Stage 4 (along with design & technology,  
the humanities and modern foreign languages) 
it becomes merely an entitlement, which 
reflects the relatively low status that it has 
relative to English, maths and science.  
In education, art remains on the periphery,  
rather than being positioned at the centre.  
The teaching of art in schools, in general,  
tends to focus on the mimetic and expressive 
qualities of artworks, following the traditional 
Gombrich Story of Art narrative,10 and often 
stops somewhere around Impressionism or, 
possibly, Van Gogh. It concentrates on art as  
art – the Greenbergian view – rather than art as 
a cultural practice in a wider social and cultural 
context, and teaches technical skills for 
achieving accurate mimesis. When conceived 
in this way it can only remain peripheral to the 
curriculum. The purpose of the art curriculum 
at Key Stage 3, for example, reads like this:

‘Art & design offers opportunities for pupils to 
develop their creativity and imagination through 
visual, tactile and sensory experiences; develop 
practical, technical and critical skills and use 
visual and tactile language to communicate 
their ideas, feelings and meanings; learn to 
make value judgments and aesthetic and 
practical decisions, becoming actively involved 
in shaping environments; explore ideas and 
meanings in the work of artists, craftspeople 
and designers; and learn about the diverse 
roles and functions of art, craft and design in 
the contemporary world and in different times 
and cultures. 

In art & design, pupils develop skills in order  
to be able to explore and develop ideas, 
investigate and make art, craft and design, 
evaluate and develop work.’ 11

If anything can be art, art can be about 
anything 
It can critically reflect and respond to the  
world; it can be socially engaged. In the 19�0s, 
this is explicitly what many artists, such as the 
Artist Placement Group (APG), were interested 
in – placing artists in non-art contexts such as 
governmental, commercial and academic 
institutions, and trying to reposition art and  
the artist in dynamic relation to the wider 
society. ‘Context is half the work’, was the 
central axiom of the APG, and their artists 
worked within organisations such as British 
Steel, Esso, British Airways and British Rail. 
The work from these industrial placements  
was shown at the Hayward Gallery in 19�1. 
However, the following year APG had its Arts 
Council funding withdrawn for the stated 
reason that it was ‘more concerned with  
Social Engineering than with pure Art’.9 

For me, this work is about repositioning the 
artist at the centre, rather than where Greenberg 
sees them, at the periphery. It is striking, 
therefore, that, even the arm of government 
supporting the arts, conceived of art practice 
as peripheral, rather than central, to society  
at that time, though it should be noted that  
this was under Ted Heath’s Conservative 
government. 

This is why the practice of contemporary  
artists is useful to Creative Partnerships; it is 
about understanding and critically interpreting 
the world we live in from within it, rather than 
about the pursuit of truth and beauty at a 
remove from it. Creative Partnerships works  
in a very similar way to APG, by locating the 
artist as central to the work of the school, 
rather than in the art department. 
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This sounds promising, but an emphasis on 
developing technical skills and a focus on the 
aesthetic and expressive qualities of artwork 
rather than its social function is the norm.  
Art is conceptualised as a soft, emotional 
subject and not a hard, rational one as is 
science, for example. The teaching of art  
is very much about Art, and the positioning  
of it within education simply mirrors the 
marginalising of it in the wider society. 

Looking at a specific unit at Key Stage 3  
is instructive:

‘Unit 7C: Recreating landscapes. In this unit, 
pupils explore landscape as the starting point 
for two and three-dimensional work. They 
collect visual and other information by visiting  
a landscape and by studying the methods, 
approaches and intentions of artists and 
craftspeople who use the environment as 
inspiration. They manipulate the visual and 
tactile qualities of materials to convey mood 
and feeling about a landscape and construct 
textile-based work.’ 12

Again this emphasises the emotional,  
the expressive, the ‘touchy-feely’ and the 
aesthetic qualities of art, rather than the 
critical, socially engaged aspects. Art is,  
by this definition, for the artistic (as opposed 
to the academic), who are commonly defined 
as, ‘Sensitive to or appreciative of art or 
beauty; having an artistic temperament.’ 13

What might happen if the focus moved 
from an aesthetic conception of art to a 
socially engaged one?  
In response, let me offer a personal  
example. I worked with a group of students  
at Brinsworth Comprehensive School in 
Rotherham on a Creative Partnerships 
supported project. They were interested  
in developing the work they had already 
done by staging exhibitions of their fellow 
students’ work in and out of school.  
I suggested they work with a gallery and 
curate a show of work by contemporary 
artists. This is what they wrote about 
galleries and their experience of them:

‘The views of many people are stereotypical 
when it comes to galleries. They believe that 
all galleries consist of old paintings on walls, 
and that they must obey unwritten rules such 
as being quiet, or walking clockwise round 
the gallery, following each other like sheep.’

This is not what they wanted to see in a 
gallery at all, though it reflected their 
experience of them. They were far more 
engaged by art about ideas, which engaged 
directly with the world as they experienced  
it. They curated an exhibition of work by 
contemporary artists who were interested  
in appropriating and re-presenting images 
from the media. So much of the pupils’ 
thinking revolved not around art and 
aesthetics, but around how meaning was 
created by media images and how artists 
were able to critique or change those 
meanings through re-presenting them  
as artworks. In the commentary with the 
exhibition they went on to say,

‘This exhibition breaks those rules; it is 
rebellious and goes against the stereotypical 
concept of an exhibition. Much of the artwork 
we have selected uses new media, such as 
interactive media and video projection. We 
wanted the exhibition to be fun, interactive, 
challenging and different, and to reflect the 
ways in which artists are working today. 

Media covers the whole world, not only in 
terms of news but also advertising and global 
branding. Cultures are changing as a global 
media culture is created, and the advertising 
of global brands increasingly makes all 
countries seem the same. War, a theme in 
several of the artists’ work, like the media,  
is about power, about the views of one 
person dominating through the media, 
overriding the views of others. 

The artists in this exhibition all challenge the 
domination of the media, and ask the viewer  
to look critically at the way that the media 
presents the world to us.’ 14
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Notes:
(1) This is an extract from Bill 
Drummond’s catalogue entry  
for the exhibition STRIKE at 
Wolverhampton Art Gallery (�00�). 
(�) Danto, A. (199�) After the  
End of Art: Contemporary Art  
and the Pale of History.  
Princeton University Press.
(3) Vasari, G. (1868) Lives of the 
Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors 
and Architects. Bell and Daldy.
(4) Blunt, W. (1919) My Diaries: 
Being a personal narrative of 
events 1888–1914. Martin Secker.

Aesthetic considerations were secondary in 
terms of the creation of meaning in the work 
the pupils selected, both in their selection of 
individual works and in the combination of 
works they presented. This was new to them, 
as art teaching in their school was primarily 
aesthetic in approach. They began to think 
about artistic practice in a wider social  
context rather than in a narrow art context, 
which opens up all sorts of cross-curricular 
possibilities for art teaching which remain 
untapped in the narrow aesthetic  
conception of it.

Now I would argue that teaching, like artistic 
practice, is a socially engaged cultural practice, 
rather than a disassociated or autonomous 
one, and that information imparted as part  
of a child’s education only acquires value in 
relation to the wider social context. In fact,  
the National Curriculum is quite clear on this,

‘Education influences and reflects the values of 
society, and the kind of society we want to be. 

Foremost is a belief in education, at home  
and at school, as a route to the spiritual,  
moral, social, cultural, physical and mental 
development, and thus the well-being, of the 
individual. Education is also a route to equality 
of opportunity for all, a healthy and just 
democracy, a productive economy, and 
sustainable development. Education should 
reflect the enduring values that contribute to 
these ends. These include valuing ourselves, 
our families and other relationships, the wider 
groups to which we belong, the diversity in  
our society and the environment in which  
we live. Education should also reaffirm our 
commitment to the virtues of truth, justice, 
honesty, trust and a sense of duty.’ 15

Although this is rather ideological in tone, it 
certainly defines education as socially engaged. 
So, the traditional conception of the beret and 
smock-clad artist struggling in his garret for 
artistic purity is as outmoded as the notion  
of the teacher as authoritarian didact and  
the pupil as empty vessel. Both learning and 
contemporary art practice exist in dynamic 
relationship to the wider society and culture, 
whether they like it or not, and the practices  
of teacher and artist must necessarily reflect 
this. Rather than being at the periphery of the 
curriculum, art could be central to it if it were 
conceptualised in this way; I find it quite easy 
to imagine an art-based curriculum which was 
capable of developing fully socially engaged 
individuals. 

This tells us something about what 
commonality there exists between socially 
engaged art practice and socially engaged 
teaching; both practices are research-based 
and exploratory, about the discovery of new 
knowledge and ideas. As an academic who 
has worked with Creative Partnerships in 
Barnsley, Doncaster & Rotherham puts it,

‘My view of artists?  
I think they are fast academics.’ 16

The role of the gallery educator and the art 
teacher then must be to ensure that the 
business of interpretation and understanding 
of art and artists is framed within the wider 
social and cultural context in which it occurs, 
rather than abstracted from it and understood 
from within a narrow artistic or art historical 
context. Perhaps, then, our answer to Gavin 
Wade’s question would be that the withdrawal 
of art from the world would diminish our ability 
as individuals and as a society to think critically 
about the world. With such a critical framework 
for understanding, we might indeed have the 
ability to strike a blow against the structures  
of the world, to be socially engaged members 
of society. 
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(5) Extract from Art and Life, a talk 
given by Clement Greenberg at 
the Moral Philosophy and Art 
Symposium, Mountain Lake, 
Virginia, October, 1980
(6) Daniel Buren, Olivier Masset, 
Michel Parmentier, and Niele 
Toroni produced this ‘Statement’ 
as a flyer accompanying a 196� 
exhibition.
(�) Quoted in Gamboni, D (199�) 
The Destruction of Art: iconoclasm 
and vandalism since the French 
Revolution. Yale University Press.
(8) Dickie, G. (19�1) Aesthetics:  
an introduction. Bobbs-Merrill
(9) http://www.interrupt-symposia.
org/articles/read.cgi?bs_
educator_1

(10) Gombrich, E. (1995)  
The Story of Art (16th edition). 
Phaidon Press.
(11) http://www.nc.uk.net/nc_
resources/html/about_NC.shtml
(1�) http://www.standards.dfes.
gov.uk/schemes�/secondary_art/
art0�c/?view=get
(13) http://dictionary.reference.
com/search?q=artistic
(14) Accompanying text to the 
exhibition Media[tion], Doncaster 
Museum & Art Gallery 16 February 
– 1� April �004, including work  
by John Abrams, Stephanie 
Andrews, Alan Ball, Jonah 
Brucker-Cohen, Anne Charnock, 
Angela Darby, Simon Morse,  
Taey Kim, Ligorano & Reese,  

Ianni Yessios. Curated by 
Brinsworth Comprehensive  
School pupils Natalie Baxter,  
April Justice, Adele Thomas, 
Sherradee Price, Leoni Thompson, 
Rachel Keen, Katie Shead, Emily 
Movement, Emma Blakemore, 
Lauren Fitzmaurice, Sarah 
O’Sullivan, Dean Charlton.
(15) http://www.nc.uk.net/
(16) Dr Kate Pahl, Lecturer in the 
School of Education, University  
of Sheffield, web log: http://
drkatesartyfacts.blogspot.com

Image Credits in  
order of appearance:
(1) Angela Darby, ‘Air $igns’ 
(�003), VHS video projection, 
copyright of the artist
(�) David Gilbert, image shows: 
projection on the floor – Angela 
Darby, ‘Air $igns’ (�003), VHS 
video projection; desks installation 
– Simon Morse, ‘The Bruce 
Forsyth Examination Papers’ 
(�004), paper and desks 
installation; clock projection –  
Ianni Yessios, ‘O Axronos’, Video 
projection (on the third section  
of the left partition) painting on 
furthest away wall – Alan Ball, 
‘Stress Fracture’ (1994), Acrylic  
on canvas (Arts Council Collection, 
Hayward Gallery, London)

(3) David Gilbert, Image shows: 
Simon Morse, ‘The Bruce Forsyth 
Examination Papers’, paper and 
desks installation (�004); John 
Abrams, ‘Just a Kiss Away’ 
(�003), 40 oil paintings on board; 
Angela Darby, ‘Air $igns’ (�003), 
VHS video projection; Alan Ball, 
‘Stress Fracture’ (1994), Acrylic  
on Canvas (Arts Council Collection, 
Hayward Gallery, London) 
(4) Stephanie Andrews,  
‘We now return you to your 
regularly scheduled programming’ 
(�001), DVD installation, copyright 
of the artist
(5) Ligorano & Reese,  
‘Breakfast of Champions’ (�003), 
DVD installation
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Creative Partnerships, Kent has been fortunate 
enough to work with the University College  
for the Creative Arts at Canterbury, Epsom, 
Farnham, Maidstone and Rochester (UCCA), 
to retain visual arts graduates to help manage 
and run the ‘Outfitters’ gallery in Margate. 
Through professional mentors and curators  
we are able to support the graduates, who are 
then able to programme the gallery throughout 
the year with the artwork produced by young 
people involved in Creative Partnerships 
projects. 

Vivienne Hibberd, the Widening Participation 
Coordinator from UCCA, sought to extend  
the use of the gallery and create a course  
for young, local people that promoted the 
acquisition of study skills, relevant to students 
considering higher level study in art and design. 
This would be done through developing their 
knowledge and skills of gallery management 
and curation in tandem with practical and 
conceptual skills in arts practice. Her idea 
came at a time when our own evaluation 
model in Kent had been implemented across 
all projects and was beginning to show certain 
trends that supported this kind of proposal  
in terms of significant learning outcomes for 
young people. 

This essay draws together the process  
and outcomes of the project itself, with the 
theoretical framework we use in Kent to assess 
and evaluate our work, seeking to find what 
generates significant learning experiences for 
young people through cultural practice. We 
also try to dig deeper and see what the causal 
mechanisms are that achieve this so that,  
a) we have a better understanding of our  
own practice, b) we have a chance to improve 
upon this, and c) we have the knowledge  
to be able to repeat, or develop that which 
works so that we are able to continually move 
forwards, and, d) so that we may share our 
understanding to contribute to wider debates. 

The evaluation model 
This is structured around a series of recurrent 
(non-cognitive) features/ characteristics of 
creativity that can be found to generate 
creative learning environments. We base our 
approach to ‘creativity’ on that provided by 
Bentley and Seltzer 1, in which they suggest 
that given the shift in the economy from one 
that is industrial to one that is knowledge-
based, education has to meet the challenge  
of equipping our society with the ‘tools’ to 
develop different skills, changing its concern 
from ‘what’ students know, to ‘how’ they can 
use knowledge. It needs to find new ways of 
embedding learning in a range of meaningful 
contexts, therefore equipping students with  
the ability to use their knowledge and skills 
creatively in order to have positive impact on 
their worlds. In this context creativity is ‘the 
application of knowledge and skills in new 
ways to achieve a valued goal’.� There  
are many different interpretations of creativity, 
but this interpretation offers a contemporary 
understanding within the educational 
framework relevant to our practice; this is to 
help develop creative skills in young people 
through cultural partnerships in schools.

To look but not to see
Evaluative approaches  
in theory and practice
ANNA CUTLER
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4: Reflection
What has changed for: 
School  
Young people 
Practitioners 
From input to showing 
Unexpected outcomes

3: Showing
Solving problems 
New ideas 
Capacity to learn 
Engagement 
Confidence 
New skills 
Real world outcomes

1: Input (of practitioner)
Idea 
Language 
Environment 
Resources 
Qualities and values

2: Doing
Identifying problems 
Divergent thinking 
Co-learning 
Fascination 
Risk-taking 
Skills and challenges 
Refinement

CP Evaluation Model 1 – Features of Creative Learning 3Many texts and practices were drawn upon  
to assess what recurrent features of creativity 
might be, from Cropley (�001), Dewey (1916), 
to Florida (�00�) and Robinson (�001), as  
well as the National Advisory Committee on 
Creative and Cultural Education (NACCCE) 
report, All Our Futures, (1999). There is wide 
and varied literature concerning creativity,  
from developmental psychology to social  
and economic frameworks, and we have tried 
to form an understanding of these differing 
realms of thought relative to our experience.

The model is also structured to accommodate 
the input of practitioners, as this is clearly 
essential to Creative Partnerships practice.  
We are looking at the interventions of prac-
titioners within educational arenas and how 
these generate features of creativity, both 
within the educational environment and  
for the young people, practitioners and 
teachers involved. The model also offers  
itself as a method of on-going critique as  
much as an assessment of the outputs  
of any given project.
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Phase 1: Input 
The input relates to that of the (cultural) 
individual or company/organisation that is 
entering into the education environment.  
This is perceived as something unique and  
an additional value – going into a new 
environment that would otherwise not exist. 
Early research suggested that the quality of 
ideas, the use of language, the challenge to  
the known environment and the quality of  
the resources employed by the practitioner, 
were the four most noted inputs in successful 
creative learning projects raised by teachers, 
pupils and practitioners themselves.  
The fifth aspect, the qualities and values  
of the practitioner, was crucial to how they 
approached delivery of the other four. 

Phase 2: Doing 
This relates to the experience of the project  
for young people, practitioners and 
educationalists. Following a literature review 
and observation of practice, these seven 
features of creativity in learning situations  
were selected as the most frequently recurring 
and necessary aspects required for creative 
learning to take place: 

•  Identifying problems – rather than  
depending on others to define them

•  Divergent thinking – using a range of 
information and the imagination to make  
new connections 

•  Co-learning – where all participants are 
learning something new together, or where 
teachers are learning with the pupils from  
the practitioners

•  Fascination – the level of curiosity and its 
application by those involved and how this  
is generated by the activity 

•  Risk-taking – going beyond the ‘comfort 
zone’ or skills base of an individual

•  Skills and challenges – the balance for those 
involved between their given skills and their 
acquisition of new skills

•  Refinement – practice, repetition and  
fine-tuning. Creative learning situations  
give people the opportunity to get better  
at something by trying it out and refining  
their process.

Phase 3: Showing 
This relates to how those involved reveal what 
they have learned through creative learning 
environments. This can be articulated through 
the evidence of what is shown through the 
programmes of work: 

•  Solving problems – the ability, having 
identified a problem for oneself, to resolve it 

•  New ideas – these are new to those involved 
and the situation, possibly striking in their 
novelty 

•  Capacity for learning – the ways in which 
participants’ apparent ability to learn, and 
interest in learning, is shown 

•  Engagement – the extent to which 
participants have sustained involvement  
in a project 

•  New Skills – developed for those involved 
during the project as a direct result of the 
project 

•  Purposeful learning/outcomes – the useful 
and lasting outcomes that can be explicitly 
credited to the project in terms of learning 
and the material product, if appropriate

•  The unexpected by-products that emerge 
from the project should also be included 

Phase 4: Reflection 
This phase relates not only to a reflection on 
the whole experience, but to meta-cognition: 
understanding how we know what we know 
about the experience of creative learning 
through the programme of activity and 
applying this to the next round of evaluation. 

We found that the practitioners most able to 
generate creative learning environments were 
those whose practice looked very much like 
the process of creative learning itself. They 
identified problems, thought divergently and 
attempted originality. They took risks, were 
fascinated by their work and worked alongside 
others to learn new skills. They always 
challenged themselves and sought to stretch 
what they knew with new skills and ideas, 
producing a valued, real world outcome,  
usually by a deadline. These practitioners are 
professional creative learners who exhibit many 
other creative traits that involve tolerance, time 
alone, flexibility, ability to work on several ideas 
simultaneously, the ability to share ideas and 
work freely and who practice to improve their 
process and outcome. 
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How then, does the evaluation model relate  
to the complexities of a real life project and, 
importantly, what kind of information does  
this give us that we wouldn’t have acquired 
without the model? Firstly, the evaluation 
framework gives us a common language  
with which to talk about projects and creative 
learning, a language of features distilled to 
focus on the core aspects that appear to  
have significant importance and impact for  
the work we do. Secondly, the structure of  
the framework gives us a process to observe 
repeatedly, in order to test its effectiveness  
and its generative qualities. Thirdly, the  
model enables us to evaluate across projects, 
building a landscape of knowledge and 
evidence that helps to account for what we see 
and to form an analysis of why change may be 
taking place. In these terms the evaluation 
model becomes a lens through which to gain  
a creative learning perspective and which 
magnifies what we might usually overlook. 

The project – beyond Linking Thinking 
Although the model concerns itself with 
comparability and cumulative evidencing,  
it also helps us explore creative features  
within projects, observing if and how they  
are generated and what their impact may be, 
so that this information can be added to the 
greater emerging landscape. To look in more 
detail at one project, I take as an example a 
visual arts programme that took place in the 
Outfitters gallery. The project was intended to 
be the development of a previous programme 
of work run by Peter Cook entitled, ‘Linking 
Thinking’. The visual outcome of Linking 
Thinking was planned to be presented in the 
gallery, but the work changed in process and 
the material product was too limited to use the 
space fully. It was decided, therefore, that the 
project would continue with another group  
of students in order to generate a complete 
exhibition. This idea turned out to be quite 
problematic.

The Marlowe Academy was approached by 
the gallery manager, Ben Kidger, to participate 
and help draw a conclusion to the exhibition. 
Laura Mangan, an artist and a recent graduate 
from the UCCA on the retention programme, 
decided to take the original project’s idea, of 
the brain as a bustling metropolis (inspired by 
Susan Greenfield’s work), beyond the school 
gates and encourage students to really look  
at their surroundings. The students were to 
document the journey they made from home 
to school and vice versa through photography 
and then transform their photographs into 
other artwork. Sitting alongside this idea was 
the key value of the Outfitters: both Ben and 
Laura wanted the experience in the gallery to 
be about public exhibition, curating and about 
the students themselves. They wanted the 
students to have real control over the space 
and their ideas.

The students, a group of ten, Year 10 pupils on 
a BTEC Art & Design diploma course, worked 
with Laura and their art teacher, Bruce Healy, 
for 5 weeks. Sessions with the practitioners 
lasted three-and-a-half hours – although 
clearly, the students were working in their  
own time to generate material. As the project 
progressed the need to complete the original 
exhibition began to sit unhappily next to the 
students’ plans. How could the students feel 
ownership of the gallery when they had to work 
around a former project to which they had no 
connection? The original exhibition idea was 
scrapped and the students from Marlowe 
Academy were given free reign over the ideas, 
the space and its contents. This narrative 
forms an important part of the process for both 
the graduates and the students, given that 
changing plans, ideas and decisions are all 
part of real, as opposed to hypothetical 
projects. It is also a salient reminder that if we 
genuinely want young people to generate and 
take responsibility for their own ideas, adults 
need to resist the idea of planning without 
them in the first place.

The students were introduced to the gallery 
space, they wrote in big markers over white 
walls, they visited professional local exhibitions, 
they attended talks by artists and curators, 
they analysed work and they freely discussed 
their work with Laura and Bruce. The students 
also documented their journeys through 
photography, translated this into other artforms 
and then brought their work together in a final, 
public exhibition, which they had to advertise 
themselves. All of this formed a process that 
involved significant negotiation and stress.  
I watched this unfolding as each week the 
gallery took on a happy, industrious, messy 
and, eventually, sophisticated change.
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The evaluation framework seeks to find if an 
environment for creativity has been created 
and to discover if, in practice, those involved 
are actively engaging with creative thought and 
learning; we saw that this was indeed taking 
place. The students were identifying many 
problems. They recognised their project was 
different from that originally planned; what 
followed was a series of other issues they 
discovered by being in a different environment. 
They were actively encouraged to think 
divergently, construct fresh ideas and see 
things differently. There was an ever-increasing 
fascination with the project as the implications 
of a real exhibition began to motivate their 
interest in getting the job done well. They  
were learning alongside their teacher and  
the practitioners/graduates who were also 
exploring the work and its outcomes for the first 
time with the students, rather than instructing 
them. There were significant risks taken by all 
to get a public exhibition together; knowledge 
development and new skills were being 
acquired en route in both arts practice and in 
curation – all of which was being refined each 
week – resulting in much putting up and down 
of arts objects in the space to see what should 
go where and why.

The Marlowe Academy is currently under 
construction. It has an inspiring new 
headteacher whose leadership style is 
transformational and whose commitment  
is to radically improving standards for pupils 
and finding an appropriate curriculum that  
can help do this.4 Kent has a selection system 
at 11 years old and the pupils at the Academy 
have already been failed by this system. Bruce 
Healy is a practising artist himself, as well as 
the students’ art teacher; he shares the 
aspirational vision for the young people and 
talks about them with great respect and high 
expectations. His observation was that, 

‘Students got to see behind the scenes of  
the art world. They were treated as artists and 
curators by the people running the project and 
by all the different people they met at other 
galleries when they visited. Suddenly, they were 
important and their ideas were being taken 
seriously by people who weren’t their teachers. 
Most schoolwork is about learning a process, 
or getting insight into the concepts with which 
artists work. This project showed them how 
artists really work – the pressures, arguments 
and compromises, as well as how they can 
use a gallery as a vehicle for their ideas.’

There is much to unpack from this statement 
and the evaluation framework can help point 
us to an understanding of why certain features 
of creative learning may be so important for 
these young people. Let us look in more  
detail at problem identification, risk-taking  
and engagement in an attempt to draw out 
why these features may have rated so highly  
in this real world project.

Problem identification 
Creativity often brings with it a series of 
‘thinking skills’ and problem solving is often to 
be found among these. However, to be able to 
recognise that there is a problem in the first 
place requires an understanding of the bigger 
picture outside the problem that shapes, forms 
or may provide solutions to it. Real world 
projects are very good at making a range of 
real problems visible as Bruce pointed out, 

‘The students on vocational art courses are 
always being asked to work on imaginary 
scenarios. Working for real meant that they 
identified a lot of the practical problems 
themselves – time constraints, budget, 
whether material would work, how work  
could be hung as a group. They just  
happened as part of the process.’ 

The artist Laura Mangan also observed that,

‘The trepidation that the students felt at the 
prospect of being so on display to the world 
made them aware of themselves; through  
not wanting to feel any embarrassment they 
seemed to be able to see every problem 
possible and had their own ideas as to how  
to solve them. They seemed to have less 
confidence in Ben’s and my own problem 
solving skills than they did in their own!’

These comments reveal important aspects  
of the children’s learning. Firstly, when given  
the opportunity they were perfectly able to 
identify real problems both practical and 
conceptual, revealing a good understanding  
of the overriding context of the gallery and their 
exhibition within it. Secondly, they felt able and 
confident enough to challenge Laura and Ben 
and offer their own solutions, encouraging 
negotiation within the group itself. Thirdly, they 
were able to realise their solutions and test 
whether they worked under the critical scrutiny 
of peers, teachers and artists. None of these 
experiences would have been possible within 
the school context. 

Risk-taking 
Risk-taking comes in many forms. In this 
project it was about authority giving way to 
beginners and beginners becoming experts. 
Bruce Healey said,

‘I think that most students felt very anxious 
towards the end of the project. They were 
really worried that they were going to fall flat on 
their faces. Showing in public was quite scary 
for them. They had been told that the gallery 
was ‘theirs’. There was a crucial point when all 
of the students had obviously had a meeting 
without the staff. They told us what they were 
going to do saying, “We don’t like what you 
think we should do – you said this was our 
gallery, we’re going to do what we want” …
quite scary for us at that point too!’
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Because we see this shift in roles frequently 
through the evaluation of Creative Partnerships 
projects, it clearly has a role to play in creative 
learning. The relationships between individuals, 
particularly practitioner-pupil, can be more 
flexible and there is openness on the part of the 
professionals to stand down and allow young 
people the opportunity to take on a different 
role, something that a teacher may not be in a 
position to do. This new role for young people 
is very important but not without its stresses, 
as taking control gives direct responsibility to 
the students for the success or perceived 
failure of the project in its delivery. However, 
understanding the perspective of the ‘other’  
is something that young people have limited 
opportunities to experience within normal 
schooling structures, but is of critical value in 
interpersonal relationships, teamwork and in 
the working world more widely. From a 
practitioner’s perspective Laura also reminds 
us, ‘When taking on a real world project you 
should always be aware that the emotions 
involved for the participants are equally as  
“real world”.’ This can be a risk too.
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Engagement 
In our evaluation we have found that levels of 
engagement are almost always the highest 
rated change in young people’s behaviour.  
This appears to be because of the curiosity 
and/or fascination generated by the project 
and, as Ben Kidger says below, the real world 
situations motivate students to perform to  
their best, requiring additional time, energy  
and focus. 

‘By the end, the students realised what it was 
they were doing and they certainly became 
more engaged in the project as they realised 
that people were going to be looking at their 
work in a similar, critical way to how they 
viewed and judged the work in the other 
galleries. The students then became 
concerned with curation and how to show their 
work. They started to assign themselves large 
areas of the gallery and had to be taught that 
good exhibitions (like most things) come from 
communication with your fellow artists! When 
they realised that they were, in fact, the artist 
and curator they felt more confident and 
motivated to do a good job. The main plot  
was to initially instil a sense of ownership over 
the gallery space, and their engagement 
started from that.’ 

Undoubtedly, engagement is also generated 
because the young people are enjoying their 
experience – not because it is easy or ‘fun’,  
but because it is rewarding to see success;  
it is the challenge that engages and excites 
them – after all, we all want to be stretched, 
just not by a rack. Testimonies of students  
and teachers suggest that projects outside the 
usual curriculum generate increased motivation 
and commitment, leading to a deeper learning 
and engagement, both within projects 
themselves and with learning more broadly. 
Many teachers state that they are ‘still seeing 
the effects’ well beyond a project’s lifetime.  
We need to ask if this can be generated more 
often in the school environment, or at least 
offer this sufficiently for all pupils to feel 
motivated to learn. The government document 
‘Excellence and Enjoyment’ (�003) 5 makes 
some claim to support this, although I believe 
that it is enjoyment that will help generate 
excellence – not the other way around.

More generally, Vivienne Hibberd noted that,

‘All the study skills which the students acquired 
during this project – time and budget 
management, how to generate ideas, research 
skills, self-directed learning and many more – 
will help to prepare the students for successful 
further study should they choose to progress 
to further and higher education.’

Bruce Healy summarises the experience,

‘I think the students began to really look at the 
potential of their images – work they would 
never consider to have a value suddenly 
became useful to them. Photographs which 
they had discarded as unsuccessful were 
revisited. Students became aware of how a 
gallery space alters the context in which their 
work is considered. It made my students work 
as artists – not as pretend artists but real ones. 
They felt valued and empowered …I have one 
particular memory of talking to a student about 
his choice of work. He said, “Putting this image 
in a white gallery space makes people believe 
in it. It looks valuable. I didn’t like this kind of 
abstract stuff ‘til I started making it. It’s doing it 
in a white cube.” I think students like that not 
only came to understand and use professional 
language about their work, I think they really 
began to understand some of the concepts  
of the subject.’

Summary 
The evaluation model has given us a structured 
system against which we can test whether the 
work we do is developing creative learning 
experiences across the whole programme, as 
well as being able to look at individual projects 
such as this to see if subject-specific skills are 
also being nurtured. In addition, supporting, 
cumulative evidence can help expose what  
the perceived learning benefits are of individual 
projects, how they have been constructed and 
what the causal mechanisms might be by 
looking at similarities and differences. Without 
the evaluation framework each project sits 
alone and cannot be compared, features are 
stumbled upon by accident and, undoubtedly, 
much is missed; the lens through which we 
look helps us form theories and boundaries. 

Within this project, the evidence of over  
100 interviews arising from the evaluation 
model shows that change in young people’s 
engagement, risk-taking and problem 
identification has taken place. In this project 
problem identification was more significantly 
developed than in projects for younger pupils, 
or projects that do not have real world 
outcomes. Such comparison enables us to 
ask the question ‘why?’ Even if we cannot 
immediately answer this, it helps build an ever-
growing body of information that researchers 
can begin to delve into more deeply.

In Kent, we have found it helpful in identifying 
features of creativity and, indeed, appropriate 
practitioners who can generate creative 
learning opportunities. I am not suggesting that 
this model is the ‘right’ one to use. However, 
unless we have some sort of lens through 
which to look, all we will ever be able to do is 
describe what is before us; this does not tell  
us much about the bigger picture, nor about 
whether what we see is consistently observed 
in cultural and creative projects. If we don’t 
know what we are looking for or, if we choose 
not to look at all, what exactly do we expect to 
see and will we recognise it when it’s found? 
Our responsibility, surely, is to find ways to 
account for what works and why, to look  
and then to see.
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Notes:
1) Bentley, T. and Seitzer, K. (1999)  
The Creative Age. London: Demos.
2) Ibid
3) The description of this model is 
taken from Signposting Creative 
Learning, Cutler 2005, a paper for 
UNESCO world conference 2006.
4) This is relevant as we have  
seen a direct correlation between 
transformational leadership in  
schools and successful Creative 
Partnerships projects.
5) http://www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/
primary/publications/literacy/63553/
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The Creative Learning 
Curriculum at Priory School 
Slough
‘Primary education is a critical stage in 
children’s development – it shapes them  
for life. As well as giving them the essential 
tools for learning, primary education is about 
children experiencing the joy of discovery, 
solving problems, being creative in writing,  
art, music, developing their self confidence  
as learners and maturing socially and 
emotionally…

…we want schools to continue to focus on 
raising standards while not being afraid to 
combine that with making learning fun.

Our goal is for every primary school to 
combine excellence in teaching with 
enjoyment in learning.’ 
(Department for Education and Skills (DfES), ‘Excellence  
and Enjoyment – A Strategy for Primary Schools’, �003)

At Priory School, we believe that our Creative 
Learning Curriculum has enabled us to make 
the vision above a reality. We believe that we 
are promoting opportunities to explore the  
best of contemporary culture and to express 
individual creativity, both of which are vital 
components of any education policy 
committed to developing the full potential  
of its pupils. Problems in education have 
arisen due to the low expectations of young 
people’s abilities and it is essential to raise 
morale, motivation and self-esteem in 
school. This needs a broad, flexible and 
motivating education that recognises the 
different talents of all children and delivers 
excellence for all. 

This means providing learning and teaching 
that unlocks the potential of everyone.  
It is clear that academic ability alone will  
no longer guarantee success or personal 
achievement. All of our children have 
capabilities beyond the academic. Children 
who do have high academic abilities may 
have other strengths that are often rejected; 
children who struggle with their academic 
work can have outstanding abilities in  
other areas. High standards in creative 
achievement require just as much rigour  
as traditional academic work.

The first steps – being brave! 
Creative Partnerships couldn’t have 
happened at a better time for Priory School. 
A very large and diverse primary school in 
Slough (750 pupils), having gone through 
and come out of two Office for Standards  
in Education (Ofsted) inspections, as an 
‘excellent school with no areas of weakness’, 
it would appear that everything was working 
very well. Statutory Assessment Tests  
(SATs) results were very good, teaching  
and learning was frequently praised, the 
learning environment was stimulating.

However, newly appointed Headteacher, 
Jacqueline Laver, knew things could get  
even better. Back in 2002, she felt, as did 
many teachers at the time, that schools  
had become far too focused on results, 
especially in the Core subjects, and that 
children’s creative talents were diminishing. 
SATs results had become the be-all and  
end-all. 

Her drive to take the school in a new creative 
direction coincided with the announcement 
that Slough was to be part of the new and 
very exciting Creative Partnerships initiative. 
Priory made its bid, was successful in 
becoming a Creative Partnerships school 
and has never looked back!

The need for change 
Jacqueline Laver appointed Sue Webb as 
Creative Partnerships Coordinator for the 
school. Jacqueline had a vision and it was 
Sue’s job to make the vision a reality, along  
with the entire staff of Priory School. 

Jacqueline decided to focus hard on re-
engineering the curriculum for all of the 
Foundation subjects. Schemes of work had 
been written by staff for all of these, but the 
emphasis was directed so much towards the 
Core subjects, that something had been lost  
in the teaching and learning of all the others.  
(At Priory, maths, science and English are 
taught in the mornings, with the children in 
ability-grouped sets. This system operates 
throughout the school, and staff and children 
agree that it works extremely well. The 
Foundation subjects are taught during the 
afternoon sessions in mixed-ability class 
groups. This provides a contrast to the 
morning and complements it really well). 

SUE WEBB
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Priory School’s Mission Statement was 
invented:

‘To enable children to become innovative  
and creative learners who achieve the 
highest possible academic, artistic and 
technical standards throughout all areas  
of the curriculum.’ 

A new curriculum was needed. It was to be 
cross-curricular, incorporating and linking 
history, geography, RE, citizenship, art, 
music, drama, dance, DT and ICT with  
total coverage of the National Curriculum 
and high quality, creative and innovative 
activities planned throughout. 

Alongside the mission statement the 
objectives of developing the Creative 
Learning Curriculum were to:

•  Achieve a radical change in children’s 
learning styles in conjunction with  
teaching methodology 

•  Raise profile of the foundation subjects
•  Develop learning and teaching through  

‘The Arts’
•  Foster creativity and inspiration  

in all children
•  Build confidence and self esteem so  

that the children are able to express  
their creativity and individuality.

A term of planning 
The outline for the Creative Learning 
Curriculum was for all Foundation subjects  
to be taught using works of art as a starting 
point. Each year group was to use one work  
of art per half-term. During the school year, 
children would have focused on six works of 
art as a stimulus to their learning. Throughout 
the school, the works of art studied had to  
show diversity in subject matter, styles of 
artists, countries of origin and periods in 
time. This would mean that during their time 
at Priory School, the children would have 
studied well over forty works of art in depth 
by using them as a stimulus to their learning. 

Before starting the actual planning process,  
all teaching staff and teaching assistants had  
a day’s In-Service Education and Training 
(INSET) at the National Gallery. The majority  
of the staff were apprehensive about the idea 
of starting with a work of art, but the day’s 
training at the Gallery provided huge 
inspiration for everyone and deepened 
understanding of the vision of the project.

Back at school, as much time as possible  
was devoted to planning. Teachers worked 
together in their year groups for two-and-a-
half months, planning the year’s overview 
and then the curriculum content in detail.

Curriculum Coordinators then scrutinized  
their subject planning across all year groups, 
looking at coverage of National Curriculum 
objectives, progression and development  
of skills, quality of content, resources and 
suggested partnerships. Where necessary, 
changes were made in consultation with  
year groups. This process ensured the  
project was of the highest quality possible.

The Creative Learning Curriculum  
in practice 
Teachers introduce each painting to pupils  
in different ways, exploring themes raised in 
discussion. For each half-term, the afternoon 
sessions focus on the different subject 
elements identified in the detailed planning. 
There is great diversity in delivery of material 
with emphasis upon the use of in-depth 
discussion, drama, ICT and multimedia  
and practical approaches.

Children are encouraged to record their  
work in individual ways that include mind-
mapping, graphics, bullet-points, diagrams 
and note taking. Children’s individual 
learning styles are continually being 
developed. This is also having a significant 
effect on their work across the Core subjects. 
Staff receive ongoing training in the latest 
philosophy, methods and techniques 
regarding learning and teaching styles. 
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Children no longer use traditional exercise 
books. Their work is kept in ring binders with 
subject dividers. Pupils are still aware of how 
their work relates to subjects but understand 
the cross-curricular nature of what is being 
taught. At the end of each half-term the 
children make their work into books with a 
contents page and a front cover. The children 
therefore have six unique and individual books 
at the end of every year.

A key element within the Creative Learning 
Curriculum is that of working with Creative 
Partners and professionals, both at school and 
at other locations. Some of these partnerships 
were built into the planning initially where 
possible, but many have been developed as 
the project has grown. Nearly all of the 
partnerships have been highly successful and 
have been sustained – some on an annual 
basis, some more frequently. The very best 
partnerships are those where the partners 
have become more and more familiar with  
the children, teachers and school philosophy – 
which increases with continued visits. Many 
partners have commented on how their own 
practice and skills have also developed.  
Many teachers have found new skills through 
working with the partners, both alongside the 
children and though INSET sessions.

Some of the partners who have worked with 
pupils and teachers at Priory include:

•  a visual artist working in mixed media 
throughout the school with every child  
at least once during the year

•  an author who develops the pupils’ creative 
writing talents to a highly sophisticated level 
and publishes pupils’ work on a website

•  a drama and dance specialist who has 
worked with a specific year group on a 
regular basis and achieved incredible  
results with challenging pupils

•  professional theatre companies who have 
brought history to life on an interactive basis

•  an aboriginal artist, who completely engages 
Reception children whilst they learn about 
the arts of an unfamiliar culture

•  a professional dancer who teaches young 
pupils to sing and compose sea shanties and 
learn navy dances

•  the daughter of a famous (deceased) artist 
who sets up an exhibition of her father’s 
work, shows videos of him working and 
talking about his life and encourages Year � 
pupils to discover so much more about the 
life and works of different artists

•  a graphic designer who works with Year 3 
pupils to create the most amazing book 
covers by teaching them how to use digital 
photography and design software

•  professional dance groups and musicians 
who have motivated and taught the pupils 
how to stage incredible performances to 
large audiences

•  a gardener who has worked with pupils of all 
ages to create a wonderful organic garden 
and a whole generation of keen gardeners

Visits out of school to work with partners in 
different environments have included trips to:

• national art galleries and museums 
• local art galleries and museums 
• exhibitions
• farms, parks and places of natural interest 
• national and local theatres
•  steam railway centre including a ride on a 

steam train
• places of worship
• business environments and places of work

Parents and members of staff have also 
become Creative Partners. These include:

• a chef
• a gardener
• a linguist
• a cultural dancer
• a website designer

Performance, both formal and informal,  
is an integral part of this curriculum. Children 
perform informally to each other in class or 
year groups. Each year group performs 
formally to parents once a year. The 
performances are a celebration of the work 
covered through studying these works of art. 
Some of the very best concerts have been in 
conjunction with creative professionals who 
have brought out the very best in both pupils 
and teachers. Visitors, staff and parents have 
been amazed at the standards achieved by  
the children.
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The effects of the project 
Through research and a strict process of 
assessment, evaluation and moderation, the 
following benefits have been evident since the 
launch of the Creative Learning Curriculum: 

•  children are more independent thinkers  
and learners, much more articulate and 
knowledgeable

•  children are far more confident, social  
skills have greatly improved, behaviour is 
much better, motivation is high

•  all areas of the curriculum show improved 
standards

•  teachers feel highly valued, rewarded and 
motivated

•  teachers are learning new skills and 
becoming more creative

• parents are becoming more involved 
•  creatives are developing a knowledge of  

how children learn and an ability to transfer 
their own skills

•  an increasingly positive ethos and creative 
philosophy pervades through the school, 
leading to new thoughts and practices 
continually

•  the project is being shared so other 
educationalists can use and develop ideas

What the pupils say…

‘I absolutely loved it. This is worth going  
to school!’  
Year 1 pupil

‘I loved studying this picture because  
every time you look at it, you always see 
something else.’  
Year 4 pupil

‘I really, really enjoyed studying African  
Rock art. It was really fun. We got to make 
masks, instruments and lots of other stuff.  
It’s fun learning about the past because,  
who knows, the next person might be you.  
You just never know.’  
Year 5 pupil

‘It is wonderful learning not only about the 
painting but the painter. It is amazing to know 
what had to be done to make the painting.  
We learnt our weekly lessons in a different  
but amazing way. It is much more interesting 
learning this way. I love how every lesson  
fits in with the painting. The way we discuss 
everything is interesting and exciting. I can’t 
wait to look at another painting. We can be  
all the jobs we would ever want to be, artists, 
journalists and story or book writers.’  
Year 6 Pupil

Image Credits in  
order of appearance:
(1) Year � pupils studying the works  
of artist Terence Cuneo – exhibited  
in school by his daughter Carole
(�+3) Nursery pupils inspired by  
Van Gogh’s ‘Postman Roulin’,  
working with visual artist Rosie Smith 
to create their own fantastic artwork. 
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Accommodation  
and disruption
A reflection on the training 
models used during Get  
Art Bristol’s Research and 
Development programme
LEANNE TURVEY
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Developing the project 
Get Art Bristol (March – October �004) was 
conceived by Chisenhale Gallery and Creative 
Partnerships, Bristol. The project was 
developed to explore how the gallery’s Get  
Art project (199� – �003) could be used as  
a model for collaboration between artists, 
Special Needs Schools and contemporary 
visual arts venues in Bristol. 

Over six years, Chisenhale Gallery’s Get Art 
project enabled young people and staff from 
the London Borough of Tower Hamlets Special 
Educational Needs Schools to gain access to 
its programme, contemporary art and 
practising artists. The project was set up to 
encourage participants to engage creatively 
with a contemporary exhibition programme 
through artist-led workshops run at the gallery 
and in their schools. Each year, seven artists 
were recruited to participate in a six-day 
training programme to support their delivery  
of the project. At the end of each year there 
was an exhibition of the artwork produced  
in the main gallery space.1

The first phase of Get Art Bristol involved a  
six-day Research & Development programme 
(R&D), devised by six teachers and artists  
who had been part of the London project.  
The second phase of the project involved the 
Bristol artist/teacher teams devising workshops 
for pupils from two Bristol special schools: 
Florence Brown School in Knowle West and 
Briarwood School in Hillfields. The artists and 
teachers delivered six workshops that took 
class visits to art + power � and Wood & 
Harrison’s 3 studios at Spike Island as starting 
points for the participants’ engagement with 
contemporary practice. The project culminated 
in a three-day exhibition at Centre Space 
Gallery, Bristol. 

From the outset, the gallery and Creative 
Partnerships, Bristol did not want to insert  
a model into Bristol without exploring its 
successes and failures and testing its 
relevance to Bristol. Get Art developed from a 
very particular context, and from conversations 
that took place between the project’s creator, 
Emily Pringle (Chisenhale Gallery’s Education 
Coordinator 199�–1999), the borough Special 
Educational Needs Coordinator (SENCO) and 
staff from the local special schools.

Get Art Bristol deviated from its model in both 
phase one and two of the project. Firstly, the 
workshops were based on studio visits rather 
than exhibitions. Unlike Get Art in London 
which was based inside a gallery, Get Art 
Bristol straddled across Creative Partnerships 
Bristol’s efforts to reach out to ‘non-
participating’ schools. Another reason for this 
was practical: during the project period there 
were no relevant (contemporary) exhibitions  
on in Bristol. Secondly, the R&D programme 
included both artists and teachers in the 
training, planning and evaluation. This change 
to the model was made by both Creative 
Partnerships, Bristol and Chisenhale Gallery 
because Get Art in London revealed that their 
exclusion from this part of the process had 
been a key problem. The Get Art publication,4 
artists’ and teachers’ evaluations, seminars, 
press articles and ongoing discussions with 
teachers, showed that because Get Art did  
not have funding to support the teachers’ 
involvement in planning and evaluation 
sessions, the collaboration was weighted 
towards the artist and became, in certain 
instances, a barrier to the successful delivery  
of the project. Through training, funding, time, 
a host venue and a coordinator, Get Art had 
supported each yearly cohort of artists in 
developing a cohesive group that was able  
to share ideas, resources and equipment 
throughout the project. It was felt that any new 
project would benefit from providing similar 
opportunities to the teachers involved. 

In this sense, Get Art Bristol became an 
opportunity for Chisenhale Gallery to explore 
how to remedy an imbalance in artist-teacher 
collaborations – an inequality that disen-
franchised the staff the project was trying  
to encourage. Not only had Get Art not 
accounted for teacher time in planning and 
evaluation in the budget, it provided no 
structural support via time planned out of 
school. As a result, teachers could only access 
the exhibitions through their artist, rather than 
be given the same amount of access as the 
artist. In Bristol, the R&D phase endeavoured 
to address this, in order for both artists and 
teachers to explore the issues as a combined 
group, in the hope that commonality of 
approach and a leveling out of ‘status’ would 
occur. Through a series of planning meetings, 
artists and teachers from Get Art London were 
invited to contribute their ideas for the content 
of the Bristol project’s R&D programme. By 
involving artists and teachers in writing the 
programme, the ‘training’ component of Get 
Art transformed into an artists’ and teachers’ 
‘sharing & exchange’. 

Developing the model through  
artists’ practice  
The content of the R&D was another factor. 
Some of the artists attending the planning 
meetings had participated in the final year of 
Get Art (�003). In this year, the trainer, Rod 
McKintosh, who had been pivotal in setting  
up the initial phase of Get Art with Emily 
Pringle, was unable to coordinate the training. 
Without a lead trainer, a ‘curriculum’ was made 
up using artists as trainers, each tackling a 
particular aspect of Get Art. The ‘training’ was 
pulled together by Ella Gibbs who, working as 
an artist within the project, used her practice  
to inform her involvement in it. Ella’s mode of 
working 5 falls within the broad spectrum of 
‘participatory’, or ‘socially engaged’ practice.
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After Ella’s involvement with Get Art �003,  
she was commissioned by John Gill, 
Chisenhale Gallery Director (1999 – �003),  
to produce a project for the exhibitions 
programme. Ella developed the ambitious 
Spare Time Job Centre (�003), a project in 
which Chisenhale Gallery’s ex-factory space 
was transformed into an agency that catered 
for Spare Time positions.6 This is an example  
of Ella’s ability to create opportunities that 
support individuals as both participants in,  
and deliverers of, their own projects. It was  
this quality of interactive exchange that Ella 
wove into the training for Get Art.

Ella spent two consecutive days with the  
seven artists recruited to deliver Get Art in  
its final year. Her approach was to follow  
and document the artists’ visits to the seven 
participating schools and share her practice 
with the group. However, she also encouraged 
the artists to use the Chisenhale Gallery 
education room as a space to ‘share’ their 
practice, expectations, experience and ideas 
with the artists and teachers who would be 
delivering the ‘training’ programme; it was this 
that shifted the training into a unique exchange. 
The artists installed themselves in the space  
for the six-day period, gradually building up 
material (photos, lists, maps, information on 
the school, slogans, questions, and artwork) 
on the wall. Towards the end of the six days 
they had moved from the traditional 
‘transmission’ and ‘reception’ model of 
training, to a model which meant they invited 
people in to ‘share’ their experience and ideas 
with them, establishing a dialogue. Ella 
instigated a way of maintaining this dialogue  
by setting up a newsletter that could run over 
the year and be shared amongst pupils, staff 
and the artist-group. The walls (as documents), 
the newsletter and the installing process  
were devised as means for the artists to 
communicate with the different audiences 
accessing the project.

For the Bristol project the aim was for the  
R&D to facilitate and host a similar ‘sharing and 
exchange’ between the artists and teachers. 
When the project was being developed with 
Creative Partnerships, Bristol, it was 
established that in order to follow Ella’s model, 
a host venue was necessary for the artist/
teacher teams to build up and display a 
response to what they were experiencing.  
The R&D project was based at Arnolfini (which 
was undergoing redevelopment) in a series of 
empty offices. Through creative workshops, 
discussion sessions and presentations, the 
artists and teachers were asked to put the 
information, images and documentation that 
they generated on the walls of the offices.  
An additional rationale behind enabling the 
response to be ‘displayed’, was for it to 
become a resource for the Bristol group to  
use in the development of their workshops.  
A series of ‘wall documents’ was generated 
and then edited into a portable Resource Box. 

Impact of the R&D – Did collaboration work? 
Essentially, the R&D programme was about 
exploring the factors that either discourage or 
foster the inclusion of contemporary practice  
in special schools (and schools in general). 
Central to this exploration is the investigation  
of the collaboration between an artist and 
teacher. In order to test the impact of the  
R&D in fostering the inclusion of contemporary 
practice in schools, it is interesting to ask how 
far the R&D supported the development of the 
artist/teacher collaborations on the project.

Some of the information contained in the 
Resource Box reveals how far the artists and 
teachers reached a ‘common ground’ and 
how far they remained in their individual 
territories. One sheet from the resource poses 
a series of questions across the divide: 

Artists ask: Who tidies up? Can we get messy? 
Will you leave me alone in the classroom?  
Can I do whatever I want or do I have to follow 
the curriculum? 

Teachers ask: Are you a good communicator? 
Do you understand the constraints of a school 
timetable? Are you able to differentiate 
according to people’s learning needs? Have 
you ever filled in a Risk Assessment Form? 
Can you explain your artwork in plain English?

The artists reveal typical concerns about what 
kind of role they will be expected to fill, teacher 
or artist. They also reveal some of the practical 
considerations that they may, repeatedly, have 
to deal with, such as lack of space for artwork 
produced and rigid timetables that restrict 
process-led workshops. The teachers’ 
questions reflect real concerns about the 
artists’ capability in the classroom. However, 
the questions also reveal some deep-rooted 
assumptions that artists and teachers bring  
to their collaborations. The artists seem to 
assume that the teachers’ context (the 
curriculum and classroom space) will impose 
restrictions on how they can operate; the 
teachers reveal an assumption that the art the 
artists represent (either their own practice or 
another artist’s practice) will be inaccessible, 
and that the artists will not understand the 
climate (risk assessment, health and safety  
etc) in which they will have to operate. These 
assumptions could translate into concerns 
about how the teacher will be able to 
accommodate the artist and whether the  
artist will cause disruption to the teacher.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note why  
these discordant questions were placed in  
the Resource Box. The R&D invited artists and 
teachers to share their fears in an open and 
non-judgemental environment, so why choose 
to include them in the resource for the follow-
up workshops? Although the questions reveal 
assumptions made largely without evidence – 
and, possibly, which are based on negative 
experiences – they remain in between the artist 
and the teacher in their collaboration. In other 
words, they contain some of the essential 
differences between the two roles; the 
collaborators arrive at the collaboration from 
different starting points. Therefore, investigating 
the collaboration could, for the teacher, mean 
asking the question, ‘How can we 
accommodate a disruption?’ and for the  
artist, ‘How can we disrupt the accommodation 
(the school, the classroom, the curriculum and 
the teaching)?’
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The R&D was set up to bridge the gap 
between the two roles, to iron out difficulties 
and smooth over differences, in order to 
support the development of artist/teacher 
collaborations. However, as the questions  
from the Resource Box show, it is debatable 
whether R&D could achieve that in reality.  
Even as an ‘equal access’ programme,  
did the R&D actually make a difference? 

R&D in practice – What happened? 
Once the Get Art Bristol started in the schools, 
the teachers slipped back into the more 
traditional role of listening and supporting the 
artists in the workshop planning, rather than 
contributing. This failure of equal access can 
be attributed to the length of the project. 
During the R&D phase the teachers developed 
the confidence to contribute; a longer series of 
workshops at their school would have helped 
to encourage them further. Get Art Bristol ran 
over only six workshops, therefore, back within 
their schools and in the defined role of teacher, 
the Bristol teachers may have lost some of the 
ground gained during the R&D, without enough 
time to regain it by the end of the project. 
Simply including teachers in the planning of  
a workshop does not necessarily generate  
an ‘equal’ collaboration with an artist; it takes 
time for both the artist and teacher to unravel 
their individual cultures and pool their 
experience and skills.

The project’s timeframe raises another 
important question: how far was the R&D 
honest in its endeavour to be democratic?  
The R&D phase actively promoted the idea  
of flexible approaches to developing projects. 
Although this was successfully established,  
the number of workshops was fixed at six 
before the start of the project; it is no surprise, 
therefore, that R&D struggled to satisfy 
whatever the artists and teachers decided 
would be necessary for their collaboration. 

Dissent as a motivating force? 
It is debatable whether the R&D should have 
set out to close the gap between artists and 
teachers at all, given that their territories could 
be deliberately different. The R&D, in its effort 
to be democratic, revealed a more realistic 
picture of artist/teacher collaborations. There  
is a space created when gallery education  
and school education get together; this is an 
agenda for gallery education and a risk for 
formal education. Both the risk and the agenda 
is the undefined, unknowable outcome. In fact, 
it could be argued that these projects are often 
motivated by dissent. The desire to make a 
difference, to ‘divert from’, or propose ‘an 
alternative to’, can be a tangible thread running 
through gallery projects managed by artists in 
schools. Dissent as a motivating force can 
create territorial oppositions, with defining 
cultures and languages. In addition to this, 
artists and teachers are often coming from 
personal positions of ‘difficulty’. For example, 
artists could, perhaps, have problematic  
formal education backgrounds, where they 
may have struggled to develop their creativity 
against an outcome-driven education system. 
Alternatively, some teachers could be battling 
in their relationship with their status as ‘non-
practising’ artists.

It is friction as subterfuge, an opposition to  
the repetition and regular structure of schools 
that offers opportunities for gallery projects to 
seek out a different, unplanned and unknown 
experience. During Get Art Bristol, one of the 
artists, Anna Lucas, delivered a project that 
broadcast some of the unspoken and more 
obvious barriers the children encounter every 
day. With Anna, the pupils from Briarwood 
School were able to challenge their invisibility 
within a problematic inclusion policy that linked 
their school with a mainstream secondary 
school next door. The pupils created 
personalised ‘portraits’ that were sited in the 
school grounds in site-specific locations, and 
sent as messages into the sky on balloons. 
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For Anna, 

‘Artists are free to be playful and challenging 
towards the institution; with “fresh eyes” and 
“creative know how” they can, perhaps, take 
“bigger steps” than the teacher is able to.’ �

However, although the subterfuge may be the 
nature of the artists’ disruption, in a successful 
collaboration it is in collusion with the teacher.  
It could be argued that, in some cases, the 
teachers are knowingly collaborating with 
artists as disruptors; that the new objectivity 
and critical eye artists place on the teacher’s 
institution is exactly what the teacher seeks. 
Therefore, the friction is a positive and sought-
after state for the collaboration to be in. The 
artists and teachers involved in the R&D 
showed that the sophistication of successful 
collaborations is in the positions remaining 
different, and it is in the exchange of difference 
that the collaboration is built.

The idea of collaboration as usefully discordant 
is something artists working in gallery education 
departments are continuously investigating. 
Anna Lucas has been collaborating with artist 
Lottie Child since working together on Lottie’s 
project Free Flow Play at Chisenhale Gallery in 
�004.8 One of the outcomes of this has been 
HOW TO, a series of posters devised by 
Anna.9 One of these, ‘HOW TO…collaborate’ 
10 suggests that we, ‘Build confidence about 
uncertainty. Accept you can be in a state of 
contradiction without resolution.’ And that,  
‘It’s not either/or, it can be both, and…’ What  
is significant about this kind of practice is that 
artists are bringing critical thinking to every 
situation in which they are involved, so that 
they are trading in their way of thinking. 

There were two models of ‘training’ used  
in Get Art Bristol: Firstly, artists as ‘trainers’, 
secondly, participatory practice as a model  
for sharing and exchange – one that transforms 
the trainees into conversationalists. Through  
its evolution out of Ella Gibb’s practice and its 
inclusion of the participating artists in writing 
the content, the R&D embedded artistic 
practice in the process of ‘training’. In her 
introductory paper ‘Artist as Educator’ for 
Interrupt 11 Emily Pringle describes the 
particular way artists work with project 
participants: 

‘Artists engage with participants primarily 
through discussion and the exchanging of 
ideas and experiences.’ 1�

This mode of engagement reflects what 
happened on the R&D, and is an essential 
ingredient in the make-up of the training model 
used. The other essential ingredient is what 
Emily describes as ‘scepticism’ and a ‘self-
consciousness in relation to the negotiation  
of meaning’,13 which echoes the notion of 
‘dissent’. The Interrupt symposia asked if ‘the 
ways in which artists engage directly with other 
people provide valuable models for educational 
practice.’14 This question is equally useful 
when looking at ways in which artists, and 
teachers, can develop their practice in the  
field of gallery education. 

The aim was not to manage a project that told 
artists and teachers in Bristol how to run their 
project. However, from the start, the fact that 
the Get Art artists and teachers did not live  
and work in Bristol and had very little idea 
about the context, meant that the attempt  
to democratically share the Get Art project in 
order to support Bristol artists and teachers in 
building their own, was flawed from the start. 
This is a problem compounded by the fact that 
the funding arrangement meant that, to a large 
extent, the R&D programme could not alter the 
essential structure of the project it was planning.
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Notes:
(1) As a model, Get Art proposed a 
contemporary exhibitions programme, 
showing newly commissioned work by 
emerging national and international 
artists, artists as mediators between 
the students, staff and the exhibitions, 
a ‘host’ venue that accommodated 
workshops and exhibited the artwork 
and a partnership between a 
contemporary art gallery and local 
special schools.
(�) art + power are a membership 
organisation led by disabled artists 
based in Bristol. As a members-led 
organisation they seek to facilitate 
learning and involvement for disabled 
people and the whole community. 
During Get Art Bristol, art + power 
supported the project as advisors  
and were involved as practitioners. 
They have a studio at Spike Island.
(3) John Wood and Paul Harrison have 
been working together since 1993. 
They have a studio at Spike Island. 
(4) Pringle, E. (ed) (�003) Get Art. 
London: Chisenhale Gallery. Available 
free from Chisenhale Gallery. Order via 
the website www.chisenhale.org.uk. 
There is a charge for P&P.
(5) For the exhibition, ‘Temporary 
Accommodation’, Whitechapel  
Gallery �001, Ella set up ‘Programme’, 
a project centred in one of the gallery 
spaces, that became her studio. In this 
space Ella had planned some events 
but most of the project, for the duration 
of the exhibition, was left open for 
incidental events and activities to be 
inserted into a ‘live’ programme. To find 
out more about ‘Programme’ go to: 
www.whitechapel.org/programme/
index1.html
(6) Visitors to ‘Spare Time Job Centre’ 
were invited to seek Spare Time 
advice, browse the Spare Time 
Resource, look for Spare Time Tips 
and chat to the Spare Time Team. 
Applicants could then create their  
own unique Spare Time job opportunity 
and apply for a position. Spare Time 
Job Centre’s invitation was for 
audiences to generate creative activity 
by researching and communicating 
their own ideas about spare time
(�) From a conversation with Anna 
Lucas about Get Art Bristol and its 
evaluation.

(8) Anna Lucas and Lottie Child 
developed a collaborative practice  
and ongoing dialogue after working 
together on Lottie’s project Freeflow 
Play at Chisenhale Gallery in �004. 
They are interested in exploiting and 
extracting, sharing and transferring 
under-recognised expertise through 
research and process-based 
experiments in institutional 
environments.
(9) HOW TO is a series of posters 
developed by Anna Lucas using 
‘amateurs as experts’. Each poster 
comes from personal statements of 
knowledge or advice, shared by 
participants at the end of a facilitated 
social project. The posters are 
designed as an advisory service to 
relevant organisations, (galleries, 
community groups, schools, artists 
etc). Currently available: HOW TO…
play… draw… collaborate… make a 
film. For further information on HOW 
TO, write to a.lucas@clara.co.uk
(10) Developed from a project initiated 
by Lottie Child with Anna Lucas at the 
Faculty of Collaborative Research, 
University of Openness, working with 
Schulkollektiv and participants of Wir 
Wissen, Exner Gasse, Vienna. Anna 
Lucas(c) �005
(11) INTRODUCTION – ARTIST AS 
EDUCATOR, Emily Pringle. Paper given 
at Artist as Educator at the Ikon Gallery 
and University of Central England, 
Birmingham, 1�/13 May �003 during 
the symposia: Interrupt – artists in 
socially engaged practice programmed 
by David Butler (Co-ordinator Life, 
Work, Art Programme, Newcastle 
University) and Vivienne Reiss (Senior 
Visual Arts Officer, Arts Council 
England). www.interrupt-symposia.org
(1�) Ibid.
(13) Pringle, E. (�004) Learning in the 
Gallery: context, process, outcomes. 
London: engage. Available free from 
info@engage.org. There is a charge  
for P&P.
(14) Question post for the ‘Artist as 
Educator’ symposium, at the Ikon 
Gallery and University of Central 
England, Birmingham, 1�/13 May 
�003. (See above). 

Image Credits in  
order of appearance:
(1) Adam Faraday, Creative 
Partnerships, Bristol. Workshop  
based on the work of artists Wood  
& Harrison, held at Spike Island for  
Get Art Bristol.
(�-4) Anna Lucas. Artwork made by 
pupils being sited within the grounds  
of Briarwood school during workshops 
delivered by Anna Lucas for Get Art 
Bristol.
(5) Get Art Bristol teachers and artists. 
Documentation from the R&D phase 
during Get Art Bristol.
(6) Sophie Buxton, �003

Yet, through this process, it was realised that 
the R&D could be more about the awareness 
of territory and about a ‘self-consciousness’ 
and ‘scepticism’ towards individual positions  
– either as an artist or a teacher. Artist-led 
training can bring this questioning into 
collaborations so that teachers and artists 
together can relish the open-endedness, the 
irresolution of their partnership. Therefore, the 
R&D could not aim for an ‘equality of access’ 
that sought to provide a consensus, an agreed 
position; equality of access depends more on 
the disharmony, the space where teachers can 
think more freely. The teachers’ territory is so 
large and defined that it is difficult to change its 
whole culture, but the experience of working 
with an artist in this way can help them to  
feel critical about it while working within it.
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Room 13
The Hareclive experience
AMANDA COLBOURNE
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Room 13 is a democratically run art studio 
operating along normal business lines.  
The key difference is that the management 
team is aged eight to eleven years old.  
The Room 13 art studios are managed 
autonomously by the students of the 
school who employ and work alongside 
adult artists-in-residence.

Room 13 has grown to become a network 
of ten studios worldwide (Scotland, 
England, Nepal, India and South Africa)  
and host to a growing international 
movement of young artists.

The first time I went to Room 13, I really didn’t 
know what to expect. In Room 13 I started 
meeting more friends. I loved it there so much  
I started going a lot more. It is a room for kids, 
run by kids. We have freedom in the room and 
we can choose what to do and when to do it. 

As you approach our room you see portraits  
of people, posters and all kinds of art works on 
the walls. When you step into the room you feel 
a boost of energy and a new world opens up 
full of art. First you notice how different the 
room is, rather than an ordinary boring 
classroom. To the right is a lovely light blue 
sofa; while I was writing this Paige was lying  
on the sofa filling out a funding form, she 
looked really relaxed considering she was 
applying for £13,500. There are canvasses  
on easels, paint, palettes, materials and lots  
of other painting equipment. Artworks are 
scattered around including unfinished works.

Life without Room 13 was dull and boring and 
most children didn’t want to go to school, but 
now we have a Room 13, it is exciting and fun 
and children want to come to school!

Irish Museum of Modern Art in Dublin 
The residency at the Irish Museum of Modern 
Art, Dublin, was important to us because we 
were being treated as equals living and 
working in a world of adult artists. At IMMA  
we lived practically next door to our studio; this 
meant we could go there even in the middle of 
the night in our pyjamas if we wanted to. It was 
not a bit like school; we could work late into the 
night and early in the mornings. We felt free like 
all the other artists. 

Near the end of our residency we took part in 
an open studio with all the other Room 13s. 
Amy and myself screened a film we made with 
our artists Shani and Paul. The film was about 
all the words and phrases we had used during 
our week. Words and phrases influenced by 
our IMMA experiences: the artworks, the 
galleries, the museums we visited, the 
museum’s grounds, the people we met, the 
journeys we made and the thoughts we had 
while on the residency. We called the film ‘my 
ma…’ because those two words were the first 
words we said and the words we kept going 
back to. In the film you see the backs of our 
heads. We are sat on chairs, facing the wall  
of our studio, taking it in turns to say a word  
or phrase until we run out of things to say. 

Fabien and Connor also made films at IMMA. 
They were interested in the people that help 
run the museum and they decided to go 
behind the scenes recording stories connected 
to life at IMMA. They filmed and interviewed 
people all over the museum, in the galleries, 
the gardens and in the artists’ studios.  
Their filming included the ‘Security Guys’,  
the ‘Speaking Door’, the ‘Phantom Man’, 
cleaners, tour guides, technicians, gardeners, 
soldiers (off camera), the bookshop keepers 
and Rachel from Room 13 Caol and 

Mairi Claire from Room 13 Lochyside. Fabien 
and Connor plan to develop these films into the 
storyline for their new ghost film.

We would like to thank Danielle Souness from 
Room 13 Scotland, for opening up her two-
week residency to three of the Room 13s. We 
are always open to any offers of a residency. 

engage Conference 
Shannon and Amy from Room 13 Hareclive 
agreed to run a break-out session for the 
engage International conference �005.  
On 1�th November, 16 people from galleries 
and museums around the country turned up  
at our school, Hareclive Primary in Bristol. This 
is when our fun began, as we were in charge  
of our adult visitors, answering their questions 
and running a workshop. We gave a tour of 
Room 13’s gallery, describing all of our 
pictures. Then in Room 13, the Room13-ers 
became the teachers answering all the 
questions. In our cinema, Shannon and Amy 
screened their film ‘my ma…’, the one made 
whilst on their Irish Museum of Modern Art 
residency. The workshop then started and we 
all played the word association game as seen 
in the ‘my ma…’ film. In pairs, back-to-back, 
everyone had a go at the game. Then, in front 
of us all, some volunteers played the game 
showing us how fast they could think. One 
delegate said that adults had a lot to learn from 
the uninhibited way we had played the word 
game. The feedback we have received from 
our break-out session has been very positive.  
It just goes to show that if you give us young 
people a chance we can do anything! 

We wish to thank Michael Prior from the 
Arnolfini for asking us to take part in the 
engage conference.
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Spike Island 
Back in Bristol we have made visits to Spike 
Island studios to see how artists set up their 
studio spaces and their exhibitions. It is a 
wonderful place for artists, right on our 
doorstep in South Bristol. On one occasion, 
Lucy Byatt, Spike Island’s Director, gave us  
a privileged, behind-the-scenes peek at an 
artist’s painting studio. On first walking into 
Ged Quinn’s studio it felt and smelt different  
to the gallery. It was a bit messy with all the 
unfinished paintings, photographs and 
postcards around the place but in comparison 
to Room 13, his studio was tidy because  
many young artists use our room. There was  
a sofa that looked comfy. We liked the idea  
of having a sofa in the studio so we went  
out and got our room a sofa.

On the same visit to Spike Island we saw lots 
of Mr Quinn’s paintings. In the gallery, most of 
them were big landscape paintings with small 
details. One painting I liked the best was an  
icy landscape with a man on a time machine, 
camouflaged in the background; it made me 
think and search for things. On another visit, 
four of us Room13-ers helped Shani and Paul 
set up a piece of artwork for the Spike Island 
open studio �005. We arranged small pieces 
of their wall-drawing on the floor making sure 
all the drawings were face up. Then we threw 
small pieces of Blu-tack up to Shani on the 
scaffold tower, to help stick the drawings on 
the gallery wall. It was very inspiring to see 
works in progress in the artist’s studio and  
then the same artist’s finished work in a gallery 
and also to help artists put up their artworks.

Room 13 Hareclive has given us Room13-ers 
real life experiences and we would like to thank 
everyone who has helped us on our way.  

Shannon Coombs, Zoe James, Amy Phillips, 
Fabien Mokhtari, Paige Hatherall, Abbie 
Massiah and Paul Bradley (artist in residence), 
Hareclive Primary School.

Creative Partnerships Bristol 
Creative Partnerships Bristol helped to 
establish a Room 13 studio at Hareclive 
Primary School in �003 and has supported  
its development ever since. The school was 
keen to explore alternative and creative 
approaches to delivering the curriculum  
and the Deputy Head at the time, Tim Sully, 
wanted to use the opportunities presented by 
Creative Partnerships to support and nurture 
the children’s personal and emotional well-
being – any rise in academic attainment was 
seen as a happy by-product, not the main 
priority. Initially, a research bursary was 
provided to enable a team of teachers and 
parent governors to visit the Room 13 studio  
at Caol Primary in early �003. Their visit 
confirmed that this was a direction the school 
wanted to pursue and the relationship with the 
existing Room 13s was cemented by a return 
visit by students from Caol and Lochyside later 
in the year.

To overcome problems posed by the 
geographical distance, a virtual network – 
Digital Conversations – was established by 
‘Calling the Shots’ media company. This 
allowed the students to share ideas and 
thoughts via digital postcards and to seek 
advice on such thorny issues as how to  
hold elections, open a bank account and  
deal with the press. 

As it has developed, it has been clear that the 
business of Room 13 is not just about creating 
art or managing a studio space; it is also about 
learning how to express dreams and feelings 
and developing a visual literacy to support this. 
It provides the opportunity for young people  
to develop confidence, a sense of purpose, 
achievement and self-respect. It’s about 
exploring and articulating different points  
of view and finding platforms to share these  
in various ways with new peer and adult 
audiences – to listen and be listened  
to. All of this is supported by the ethos of 
equality and respect that underpins the 
activities in the room.

Since its formation, Room 13 Hareclive has 
worked hard to develop the studio. The 
management team recognises the need and 
value of networking, dissemination and PR to 
attract support and funding and has hosted a 
steady stream of visitors, from government 
ministers to the purely interested. Members 
have written and presented speeches at 
conferences, prepared and delivered seminars 
and workshops, undertaken commissions, 
curated exhibitions and sold artwork. They 
have also consulted with Arts & Business 
about approaching the press and drafting 
press releases, and the issues and ethics 
surrounding sponsorship. 

The focus for Creative Partnerships’ future 
support is now centred around finding ways  
to maintain links with ex-Room 13-ers who 
have moved on to secondary school and 
building a relationship with their new school  
as well as developing links beyond both school 
communities. We also want to share the 
lessons from Room 13 more widely across 
Bristol and our programme, particularly through 
children and young people’s networks and 
brokering communication links between 
groups of young people. It is important that 
Room 13 Hareclive continues to be a space 
where responsibility carries authentic and 
valued consequences for the children and 
young people involved and where each child 
can choose the level at which they want to 
engage, enabling each child to respond in a 
truly individual way. 

The impact of Room 13 is most eloquently 
expressed in the participants’ own words as 
illustrated above. It’s hard to predict what 
opportunities and experiences the Room 13 
team will pursue next and what direction the 
studio will take. However, one thing is certain, 
Room 13 Hareclive will continue to unfold and 
branch out in unexpected and exciting ways.

Image Credits in order of appearance:
(1) Room 13: Hareclive. Spike Island Studios
(�) Room 13: Irish Museum of Modern Art Residency
(3) Room 13: Hareclive. Spike Island Studios
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Digital Seasons
Creative Partnerships and 
Seagrave Primary School
The context 
Seagrave is a large primary school on an 
outer city estate in Nottingham City. The 
pupils come from a mixed catchment area 
with many families living in challenging 
conditions. The school has a very lively  
and busy atmosphere, centred on the  
belief that everyone is special and unique 
within the school family.

Seagrave became a Creative Partnerships 
core school in 2002, first experiencing a 
diverse range of workshops led by a number  
of creative practitioners and then choosing  
to focus particularly on movement-based 
practices led by dancer and lead artist, 
Rebecca Hart, and dancer/video-maker, 
Kerryn Wise. Rebecca and Kerryn worked  
with the school on a weekly basis, gradually 
building stronger and stronger relationships 
with staff and children, spending more and 
more time planning and reflecting with them 
and setting up parallel dance and film clubs, 
jointly facilitated by staff and artists. By the 
summer of 2003, the whole school was 
involved in SPACE day. This was a series  
of artist/teacher-led workshops and activities  
that investigated inside and outside spaces 
through our senses and the planning, design 
and creation of a Sensory Garden 1 in a small 
concrete area between two classrooms. 

Seagrave always feels busy and space is at  
a premium. Making creative spaces,2 literally 
and metaphorically, both inside and outside 
school, quickly became a real necessity.  
Before becoming a Creative Development 
Worker with Creative Partnerships, I had 
previously worked as a researcher and  
lecturer at Nottingham Trent University and  
had a good relationship with the staff at the 
University’s gallery in the city, The Bonington. 
Kerryn had recently become one of their  
three fellows as part of the gallery’s Forward 
Thinking Education programme.

After a series of planning meetings held at  
the school with staff from The Bonington,  
the fellows, lead artist, myself and Philippa 
Weekes, Seagrave’s inspirational Deputy 
Head and school Creative Partnerships 
coordinator, we began to flesh out a 
proposal. The fellows (Kerryn was joined  
by Annette Foster, a performance artist and 
Sam Rose, a video artist) would work for one 
afternoon a week, for twelve weeks, with 
both Year 6 classes to create an exhibition 
for The Bonington, using video, text, sound 
and movement to explore the theme of 
‘Bringing the Outdoors In’. The installation 
would open with a live performance and  
run for ten days in total. 

In addition, we wanted to provide access for 
each of the other three primary schools with 
which we were working, Brocklewood Infant 
and Nursery, Glenbrook Primary and 
Highwood Infant and Nursery, to visit the 
exhibition and create their own work with the 
fellows. A chance meeting in Seagrave with 
Liz Hart, Activities Officer for Schools, from 
Progression Partnerships, led to securing 
funding to pay for the coaches to get all of 
the schools to the gallery for a workshop and 
to bring the parents of the Seagrave children 
the three miles or so in to the city for the 
launch event. 

SARA GIDDENS
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The school  
Pupils and staff became fascinated with the 
photography and videoing that had taken 
place during the Sensory Garden project.  
Also, the chance to work with the fellows  
from The Bonington was seen as a great 
development opportunity for everyone at  
the school. Pupils approached the project  
with a growing understanding of the creative 
process involving planning, practice and 
opening enquiring minds. Dance skills taught 
and developed through work with Creative 
Partnerships gave pupils a raw and dynamic 
enthusiasm for working with the fellows.

The work was special from the start. Ideas 
were freely shared and progressed in small 
groups. Teachers commented on the inclusion 
of many pupils who frequently distanced 
themselves from joining in. The contemporary 
aspect of the whole project appealed to 
everyone concerned. At the start, pupils had 
little knowledge of installation art, animation,  
or land art, but soon talked freely with a 
developed vocabulary and understanding. 
Teachers were particularly pleased with the 
depth and quality of learning that took place. 
All concerned, particularly the staff, recognised 
a high level of achievement by their pupils and 
shared a great feeling of pride. A sense of 
shared creativity was a great strength of the 
project; there was equality in valuing each 
person’s contribution. Self-esteem was  
raised in every participant. 

The excitement on the bus when the pupils 
and staff saw the huge sign at the gallery 
promoting the project was incredible; they 
could not believe that anyone would have 
considered them to be so important. Parents 
and carers were amazed at what their children 
produced at the gallery performance. Many 
had never been to an art gallery and it was  
a learning experience for all. They felt very 
special themselves with the welcome and 
hospitality from The Bonington’s staff. When 
other children from school visited the gallery 
and took part in creating land art, they took 
immense care and produced fascinating and 
detailed creations, shown with great pride to 
their peers, teachers and the fellows.

The relationships developed though Creative 
Partnerships with artists from many fields have 
given a breadth and depth to our work at the 
school. The Digital Seasons project inspired a 
rise in expectations generally and the opening 
of minds to many more artistic possibilities. 
The creative ideas have continued to flow in 
school as the Sensory Garden has grown and 
developed. Pupils from many classes create 
their own dances and land art at playtimes – 
inviting members of staff to ‘come and see my 
grass picture’ or, ‘watch our dance’. With the 
help and enthusiasm of lunchtime supervisors, 
supported by research grants from Creative 
Partnerships, break-times and lunchtimes 
have been transformed.

Open and welcoming minds are essential  
to developing projects like Digital Seasons.  
No problem is insurmountable and the positive 
outcomes are enormous. Through Creative 
Partnerships projects pupils have developed 
aspirations for careers in dance, theatre props 
and lighting, art and design. The fellows 
became part of the school and are still 
welcomed by staff and pupils whenever  
new projects and connections take place. 

We would advise any gallery, artist, school  
or partnership thinking of starting a project to 
‘go for it’! It is quite amazing what the young 
and not-so-young can achieve when artistic 
boundaries are lowered and creativity is 
released and shared.

PHILIPPA WEEKES 
Deputy Head

The pupils 
‘I was so scared when the music started.  
I thought I’d forget my bit – but we all just 
followed each other.’

‘My mum couldn’t believe I could dance  
like that. She said I looked like someone  
on the telly!’

‘My mum and dad thought the place was 
wicked. Dad liked the sandwiches! He couldn’t 
work out how we had the pictures behind us 
doing the same sort of actions.’

‘Kerryn and the teachers were so pleased  
with us. I felt really proud.’ 
Year 6 pupils 

‘I did a picture like a sun with lots of petals.  
It’s called Land Art, you know.’

‘Someone took a photo of our picture.  
He wanted to know my name. I think I’m  
going to be famous.’ 
Year � pupils 
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The gallery  
Working with Creative Partnerships has 
brought a new dynamic to our education 
programme, creating new working 
relationships with schools and new 
partnerships. The physical outcomes of  
the projects we have been involved in prove 
that art galleries and artists have a vital role  
to play in the education of young people, 
providing creative opportunities for children  
to develop confidence and respect and  
belief in their abilities.

STELLA COULOUTBANIS 
Exhibition, Events and Festival Manager,  
The Bonington Gallery 

The artists  
Digital Seasons was a perfectly placed project, 
bringing together previous partners just at the 
right time and with great success. The high 
density of previous work and developing 
relationships meant that there was an 
established knowledge and understanding 
between all. Negotiation was easy, making 
planning and delivery straightforward. Simple 
things such as the Lead Artist knowing when 
the school had to be back for lunch, or being 
able to lead a warm-up ‘off the cuff’ with the 
(sometimes challenging) children, helped the 
project run efficiently. You could see the 
children really excited to see their ‘artist/friend’ 
and they knew what to expect in terms of 
behaviour, language and values. 

I took children from Key Stage 1 at Seagrave  
to The Bonington Gallery for the accompanying 
workshops. The children were used to working 
with the artists and had already worked with 
Kerryn and myself over the past few years.  
Due to their past experiences of working with 
artists in a similar way, the children were able  
to meet the physical demands of the session 
and explored complex and abstract themes 
successfully.

REBECCA HART 
Lead Artist and dancer

The fellows 
For me, the live performance brought all the 
other parts of the puzzle together; it was the 
central focus of my work with the children. 
Seeing the final performance is always a 
special moment in any project, when you hope 
to see all the hard work and energy come to 
something brilliant. However, I guess the key 
moment is when I realise the piece is no longer 
mine, but that the group has taken ownership 
of it; I can let go of it a little, in the knowledge 
that the group will do it justice and perform it to 
the best of their abilities. That they have learned 
and are sufficiently confident to make it their 
own, that’s the key for me.

Quality in community art is so important and  
I feel that the importance of Digital Seasons is 
that each artist had an overview of the artistic 
vision but also had their own specific roles and 
focus within the overall task of liaising and 
keeping the artistic vision clear and unified.  
In this way, we were all putting our skills to  
the best possible use, rather than all trying  
to do everything. 

KERRYN WISE 
Fellow and artist
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As an artist I have always been intimidated  
by working with schools. Many schools and 
teachers I had experienced were intimidated 
by contemporary art and, therefore, me. We 
shy away from what intimidates us and I think 
this is exactly why more contemporary art 
should be experienced in schools. 

Digital Seasons gave the fellowship artists, 
who had not worked with Creative 
Partnerships before, the support and 
opportunity to work both within a school  
and with Kerryn, a more seasoned Creative 
Partnerships artist. The children brought a 
sense of excitement to every session. Each 
child’s input was unique and they surprised  
me every time we worked with them. An 
experience demonstrating this is when the 
children were filming an animation using the 
video camera. Due to their excitement at using 
the camera, their shots were shaky and their 
own shadows were captured in these. 
Although this was not intended, the resulting 
frames were beautiful and more powerful than 
first envisioned; these images became the 
emphasis of the final animation. This is what I 
call one of those happy accidents in which I 
have always believed and used whenever 
possible; I would much rather learn new things 
about the project than continue a project that  
is not working. No matter how much you plan 
and experiment, few things ever happen the 
way you imagine. It is much better to bring 
ideas to the children, see how they respond 
and go from there. 

One of the workshops I enjoyed the most  
was when we worked with sound. We had to 
make a soundtrack to go along with the video, 
animation and images we had created. The 
children had so many ideas just from looking  
at their own photographs and video and they 
created sounds that would be found in their 
own gardens. They produced unique rain 
sounds from rolling pencils on a desk and 
tapping their fingers, all together, rhythmically 
on their desks. They suggested a walk through 
leaves by crumpling up paper, children 
laughing, birds chirping, wind rushing and a 
swing creaking, made from a squeaky door  
in the classroom. 

A most significant turning point was when we 
first started to create the land art animations. 
This is where the children went into the 
gardens and collected objects – leaves, flower 
petals, branches (anything that was not still 
attached to the plants) – to create a piece of 
land art, one piece at a time. Each time the 
children added a pebble or flower petal we 
would take a picture, or a second of video;  
I was amazed how focused the children were 
and how patient they were with this project. 
Yes, they argued about the camera angle and 
little things, but on the whole, I was pleasantly 
surprised by how involved with this assignment 
they became. At this point I really started to 
believe in the project, Creative Partnerships 
and what I could do as a practising artist to 
help children learn how to focus, to boost their 
self-esteem a little bit and to give the teachers 
a different perspective on their classes and 
individual students. 

Creative Partnerships enabled us to do a  
very large project with children in school and 
present this to a much larger audience in a 
professional setting. It also gave us the 
resources needed to create a multimedia 
presentation. This allowed us to work with the 
children on a very technical basis with video 
cameras, digital cameras, video projectors, 
and sound equipment. It is amazing when you 
take a child out of a classroom setting just how 
differently they behave and almost always for 
the better. A new environment means a new 
perspective.

The children really were ‘blown away’ by the 
opening event and the sheer scale of the video 
projection. The parents were very impressed 
with the level of professionalism of the work 
and the children’s performance. This really 
gave the children a sense of ownership of  
the gallery space and I love to see that! 

Creative Partnerships is a vital bridge between 
the art world and that of education. Artists and 
teachers have a lot in common; they are great 
problem solvers and work with a diverse array 
of individuals. However, they also speak 
respectively different languages. 
Communication, at first, was hard but through 
Creative Partnerships and their knowledge of 
the educational world, we have learned to 
understand one another. I now feel much more 
confident to conduct a meeting with anyone in 
an educational environment. 
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Finally, if I was to give advice to other creative 
practitioners working on a similar project,  
I would say, be patient, plan and evaluate 
throughout the whole project. Things might  
not happen how you expect and they could, 
potentially, change for the better if you follow 
the children and go with their focus and flow.

The gallery has not looked back since Digital 
Seasons. This was the catalyst that the 
education programme at The Bonington 
needed – to work with children and create  
new audiences. Through Creative Partnerships, 
The Bonington went from having no schools 
visiting, to many schools having a vested 
interest in the gallery. 

ANNETTE FOSTER 
Fellow, artist and, since November  
�004, Education Coordinator at  
The Bonington Gallery

Notes: 
1) Seagrave’s Sensory Garden took 
two years in the making, opening  
on Tuesday 22 June 2004 with a live 
video and audio link from the garden 
itself to the school hall. The garden 
won a Nottingham City in Bloom 
award later that year. The garden 
was designed and built by Tanya 
Windle, Sue Beardall and the staff 
and pupils of Seagrave Primary.
2) Creative Spaces is an action 
research led themed group formed  
in 2004 consisting of four primary 
schools, four lead artists, two 
creative development workers and 
two research bursary recipients.

Image Credits: 
Jon Legge, Sensory Garden  
on Tuesday 22nd June 2004

Thanks to Fellow and artist,  
Sam Rose

DVDs of the Digital Seasons launch 
event and the opening of the 
Sensory Garden are available from  
www.creativeforum.co.uk
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Wallabies and  
ten thousand words  
How a Gallery of Learning 
came into being
Back in the spring of �004, I entertained the 
notion of doing a Creative Partnerships project 
in a Black Country High School with wallabies. 
A creative mix of visits to Dudley Zoo, pupils 
adopting wallabies and wallabies visiting the 
school (!) would, I imagined, help teachers and 
pupils to make leaps of imagination. It’s very 
easy for me to have a mad idea, to think, 
‘Wouldn’t it be cool to do that?’ and then 
seduce all my creative partners into taking  
that risk. If I’d had my way, wallabies would 
have been bounding around the corridors  
of a high school in West Bromwich. 

My initial trip to the Project Zero Summer 
School at Harvard University in �004, helped 
me to see how daft my idea was. Creative 
Partnerships sponsored a number of educators 
and creatives to attend. I then secured funding 
from Arts Council West Midlands in �005 to 
revisit the summer school in order to deepen 
my thinking about creativity and learning.  
The Harvard School of Education is where 
Project Zero and the Summer School 
originated. Project Zero emerged some thirty 
years ago from an awareness that there was 
much to be gained from studying learning 
through the arts, yet there didn’t seem to be 
any research done into this area: hence the 
name Project Zero. The summer school has 
been running for the last ten years and brings 
educationalists from around the world to share 
in the latest thinking, emerging from Project 
Zero research projects.1

Much of the thinking and learning debated at 
Project Zero is visible in some form in nearly  
all schools in the UK, such as ideas around 
multiple intelligences and teaching for 
understanding (TfU). Howard Gardner and  
his colleagues David Perkins, Lois Hetland  
and Steve Seidel, lead the research and the 
summer school, giving participants direct and 
immediate access to profound and inspirational 
thinking. Personally, it validated twenty years  
of creative practice by providing me with a 
theoretical and pedagogical affirmation in my 
belief about the power of creativity and the role 
of the arts. However, it made me realise that 
whilst instinctively I had been doing the right 
thing, what I hadn’t been doing was thinking 
about it. A quiet revolution developed during 
my time at Project Zero in how I thought about 
the work I was developing through Creative 
Partnerships. This revelation is captured 
succinctly by an anecdote from principal 
researcher Lois Hetland. In a different context, 
Lois had clearly faced the same problems  
that I had experienced with some Creative 
Partnerships activity. In reviewing her teaching 
with her middle school class the pupils 
observed that,

‘The Throughlines were what made the 
difference. Every year we do fun things  
– great projects and cool stuff. But we  
haven’t always known why. This year we  
did. Or if we didn’t, we knew there was a 
reason, so we’d look up the Throughlines  
and try to figure it out.’ �

A Throughline isn’t a simple aim. Aims tell  
you what you’re going to do and objectives  
tell you how you going to do it – the traditional 
approach that we all understand. Yet nowhere 
in this project-planning-speak are we asked 
why we are doing something. A Throughline 
asks what is important to know rather than 
what can be measured. For me, it is answering 
why, starting with reflecting on the ‘thinking 
behind the doing’ in all my Creative 
Partnerships work with schools.

NOEL DUNNE
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The ‘Gallery of Learning’ is my first attempt  
to develop a project in which the thinking is  
as important as the doing, is reflective and 
experiments with how we make learning 
visible. It also grows out of a desire to rethink 
evaluation as a living tool. In �004, I completed  
a comprehensive report on an evaluation I had 
conducted with pupils, teachers and artists 
involved in a Creative Partnerships programme 
with a high school. This had involved pre-and 
post-programme questionnaires with ninety 
pupils and fifteen staff, participative review 
sessions with teachers and artists, artists 
keeping ongoing diaries and extensive 
documentation and revision of the process.  
All that data generated a ten thousand word 
report. One person read it.

From this, I began to consider ways to make 
the process of evaluation more experimental  
– surely there must be alternative ways of 
sharing learning so it does not fossilise in  
in-trays. Therefore, something resonated within 
me on hearing the notion of a ‘Museum of 
Learning’, by Project Zero Director, Steve 
Seidel. In ‘The Museums of Learning Initiative 
Concept Paper’, Seidel presents the rationale 
as follows:

‘All too often, insights from research are 
inaccessible to educational practitioners and 
insights from practice are inaccessible to 
researchers. To extend conversations about 
the nature of learning into more public spaces, 
we need unusual and inviting forums and 
formats. Indeed exhibitions are both a unique 
form of representing learning and a unique 
setting for studying learning… The Initiative 
aims to help the field of education, broadly 
constructed, reconsider the issue of visibility 
and to teach people to “see” their own and 
others’ learning as it happens.’ 3

Gradually, the idea of a Gallery of Learning 
emerged as a means of capturing and 
reflecting the learning from Creative 
Partnerships projects. Creative Partnerships, 
Black Country supported my research 
proposal and, from January to November 
�005, the first phase of research was 
undertaken.

Light bulbs and origami swans: What 
happened to create a Gallery of Learning 
The team that came together comprised of 
myself, Gill Nicol (as mentor to the research 
project) and six creative practitioners:  
Geoff Broadway, Roz Goddard, Sandra  
Hall, Rebecca Hardy, Julie O’Neill and Vicki 
Stinchcombe. During the spring of �005 the 
artists met together and with me, individually, 
to reflect on the thinking behind the project. 
The summer term was when the research in 
the schools occurred. Each artist worked with 
one high school. Their brief was to explore the 
learning that emerged from the work with the 
people who had participated in it. Over the 
summer we reviewed what had emerged  
and in the autumn, the artists recreated their 
experience into pieces of artwork, in their  
own art form and with which an audience 
could engage.

For example, former Poet Laureate of 
Birmingham, Roz Goddard, wrote poems  
in response to statements or words that 
teachers and pupils said about the school  
and their lives in and out of the institution.  
In the Gallery of Learning these were available 
for the audience to take away. The final poems 
were also presented visually at the event by,  
for example, being sewn into the jacket of a 
Newly Qualified Teacher, or amongst bottles  
of coloured water reflecting pupils’ differing 
emotional states.

The Gallery of Learning took place in 
November, at The Lighthouse in 
Wolverhampton. Essentially, it was seen as  
an experiment in evaluation. The learning that 
had been captured through these artists 
working with the teachers and pupils in the 
high schools was contained within the artwork 
in the ‘Gallery’. The audience was invited to 
engage in conversation with the work, with the 
artists, with the teachers and with each other 
to explore the learning that had emerged.

The Gallery of Learning was an event designed 
to generate dialogue around the central 
question: How can teachers and artists work 
most effectively together?

It comes from a belief that: 
1.  Artists and teachers can work together  

to identify, analyse, explore and attempt  
to resolve issues affecting teaching and 
learning in a school.

�.  Creative thinking, rather than creative  
doing, is the more critical function for both 
artists and teachers in developing creative 
teaching and learning.

3.  Reflecting on what you do as a professional 
and how you can continue to develop the 
quality of what you do is essential.

During the two-hour event, the audience were 
invited to take a specially created notebook 
and jot down any thoughts, observations, 
questions or insights resulting from their 
interaction with the work and dialogue with 
each other and the artists and facilitators (who 
were also recording the various conversations). 
These gathered notebooks have provided a 
rich and diverse source of material with which 
to review and evaluate the project. As part of 
this evaluation, colleague and artist, Sarah 
Cole, was invited to write a response to the 
event. Her socially engaged, collaborative 
practice frequently involves working within 
schools and other educational contexts. 

She wrote, 

‘At the Gallery of Learning the appropriation of 
artistic tools and classroom aesthetics enabled 
participants to play with the form of the event 
as well as its content. Light bulbs, typewriters, 
post-it notes and pigeon holes mingled with a 
cascade of origami swans, a bowl of cherries 
and a meandering patchwork lab coat worn by 
a newly qualified teacher who had (just about) 
survived his first year of teaching. Designed as 
an evaluative event, an interrogation into the 
artist/educator nexus within schools, the 
evening offered a cornucopia of images about 
process, perception, communication, meaning  
and value.’ 4
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How a Gallery of Learning  
generated reflections  
The thinking reflected in the taped 
conversations and notebooks represents  
a wide spectrum of engagement with the  
work. There were judgements about what an 
individual liked or didn’t like about each piece, 
personal observations and recollections that 
particular pieces provoked, questions about 
the nature of creativity and learning, and 
political and philosophical musings. The 
pattern that is emerging is that the Gallery of 
Learning event did indeed generate reflections 
on teaching, learning and schools, the need for 
time and the ‘space in between’ and the role of 
artists and the role of Creative Partnerships.

There was a wide spectrum of work on offer to 
an audience comprising of those employed in 
the education and creative sectors, but not 
necessarily familiar with or active in both. 
People gravitated towards pieces in which  
they could find a point of entry and to which 
they could bring their own experiences and 
ideas. Making available such breadth of 
experience was essential to the overall  
impact of the project. 

A selection of reflections: 

Teaching 
‘…is about …creating the space where people 
feel confident so that they can really start to 
experiment and make learning their own.’

On learning 
‘Challenge versus risk …everybody tries  
to play it safe …but safety doesn’t work for 
every child.’

A sense of fun 
‘…is the most important thing in a school  
…A teacher should enjoy what they’re doing  
– and you can tell if they are.’

I need 
‘…to take, or rather make, more time for 
conversations with others in order that I can 
reflect on my work.’

On the role of artists 
‘She (the artist) reveals thoughts… makes  
me think about that concept of “knowing  
that I know” again.’

Did a Gallery of Learning achieve  
what it set out to do? 
According to the artists, the project was one  
of the most difficult in which they have been 
involved – and they have learnt so much from  
it that is informing how they think about their 
current and future work with schools.  
The teachers involved found the process  
of reflecting on their programmes of activity 
invaluable and it has helped to inform their 
current programme of work. 

Sarah Cole comments that:

‘The notions of fluidity and participation begin 
to help us answer the key question of how 
teachers and artists can work most effectively 
together. As experts in their fields, both are 
aware of the pitfalls, contrivances and 
demands of their processes, the problems  
and pleasures of delivery and performance… 
The teacher’s function is to provide concrete 
answers, or demonstrate skills to be copied  
– rather than, at best, stimulating curiosity, 
making students more aware of the questions 
to be asked 5… The artist is allowed to ask 
questions and let things hover uncertainly in 
the air and perhaps this is where the two 
disciplines can best learn from each other… 
Artists and teachers need more time for 
planning and playing and trying things that  
fail, for having mad ideas and working out  
how to achieve them…’ 6

Bringing themselves as a creative thinker is  
the best an artist can bring to their work with 
teachers. This is what underpins both the 
thinking behind and realisation of the Gallery  
of Learning. Artists’ work with teachers is to 
create the mental playground in which the 
latter feel safe to play with new ideas and 
approaches before risking some of these  
with pupils and management. 

The Gallery of Learning was an experiment in 
artist-led evaluation. Whilst I believe that there 
is merit in continuing to explore this as one way 
of capturing and sharing learning, there are 
contradictions to explore and resolve. The 
artist-as-evaluator does not reflect back what 
s/he witnessed, but instead interprets this and 
recreates it into something else, responding to 
the learning they thought had taken place, not 
to what other artists were doing. Such levels of 
analysis and interpretation need to be clearly 
articulated; I did not appreciate just how 
complex such a task would be.

In acknowledgement of my own influence on 
the project, the Gallery of Learning operated on 
many levels of contradiction I was trying to hold 
in balance:

•  being closed to findings, whilst being open to 
possibilities

•  creating the space for the audience to bring 
their own experience, whilst giving something 
for the audience to take away

•  infusing the project with a spirit of inquiry, 
whilst trying to draw firm conclusions

•  creating an agenda to which the artists could 
work, whilst asking the artist to create art 
within that agenda

•  attempting to deliver the ‘what’ (the event) 
whilst continuously asking the question, 
‘why?’

I realised that towards the end of the process,  
I shifted from asking the ‘whys’ and became 
increasingly preoccupied by the ‘whats’ of 
realising the event.  

Ultimately, I am still reflecting on the learning 
that a Gallery of Learning has generated for 
me, the creatives and educators who were  
part of the process. It has, in Sarah Cole’s 
words, enabled some practitioners in the  
Black Country:

‘From across the board to think openly and 
critically, to be given the time and space to 
debate, to experiment, to risk failure and, 
maybe, find a few surprises along the way.’ �
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Notes: 
1) See www.pzweb.harvard.edu  
for further information.
�) Hetland, L. (1996) ‘Understanding 
Goals: Teaching in the Humanities for 
Understanding in Middle School’ in 
Project Zero (199�) The Project Zero 
Classroom: New Approaches to 
Thinking and Understanding.  
Harvard University Graduate  
School of Education. p.4�
3) Seidel, S. (�004), ‘Museum of 
Learning Initiative Concept Paper’ 
presented at Project Zero Summer 
School �004, p.1
4) Cole, S. (�006), Review of a  
‘Gallery of Learning’ unpublished, p.1
5) Larsson, U. (ed) citing the memoirs 
of Bertha von Suttner in Cultures of 
Creativity, The Centennial Exhibition  
of the Nobel Prize, p.1�
6) Cole, S. op. cit. P.�
�) Ibid

Image Credits in  
order of appearance:
(1) Rhonda Wilson; Gallery of Learning 
event; 10 November �005; Detail from 
work created by Vicki Stinchcombe.

Thanks to Gill Nicol for her 
invaluable support throughout  
this project. 

There are many positive aspects upon which 
to build from this phase of the project and I 
know I will do things differently in the future. 
Most importantly, I have learnt that unless I 
can give a sound and reasoned response to 
the question why? the wallabies should stay 
just where they are.
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Creative Lab  
The Helen Storey Foundation 
and Creative Partnerships

Primitive Streak is a 27-piece fashion and 
textile collection chronicling the first 1000 
hours of human life and is a collaboration 
between Helen Storey and her sister, Dr Kate 
Storey, MRC Senior Research Fellow, School 
of Life Sciences, University of Dundee. This 
work has toured to over 20 venues in seven 
countries but had never been used for a 
sustained educational model before  
Creative Lab.

Mental is a five-part, mixed media exhibition 
examining creativity and emotion. Amygdala,  
a two metre high handmade book, is part of 
this work and examines the notion of reading 
as a place of refuge where creativity can 
thrive. Wherever Amygdala has visited, 
people have written heartfelt inscriptions 
which reflect their emotional landscape: 
these include political, social, cultural and 
highly personal comments.

Both exhibitions have significant educational 
potential as they bridge the gap between art, 
science, design and technology.

HELEN STOREY
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The Helen Storey Foundation began a dialogue 
with Creative Partnerships, London South,  
in �00� as a result of Helen’s collaborative  
art, science and technology work and their  
UK tour. It was clear that the enormous 
educational potential of these projects needed 
further exploitation to enable schools to have 
greater access to them. Over the course of 
discussions, it was decided that a dedicated 
space which uses collaborative work, 
supported by facilitation to generate new  
ideas was needed and from this, the idea  
for a creative laboratory emerged.

The brief 
The brief was to set up a sustainable model for 
a Creative Lab where schools could access an 
environment where teachers and pupils could 
experiment with new ways of working across 
the curriculum. This Creative Lab was situated 
at Churchfield School, London SE� from July 
�004. The Helen Storey Foundation led this 
process by designing the Creative Lab identity 
and taking up the first residency. Ten pieces 
from Primitive Streak and Amygdala were 
exhibited to provide a working model for  
this brief. 

Key aims and philosophy 
•  To create an experimental model for  

the establishment of regular Creative 
Partnerships Labs and to identify effective 
networks through which schools and 
colleges can interact with them.

•  Using Primitive Streak and Amygdala  
as a back drop, to create a safe place  
for teachers to explore their own style  
of teaching, learning and development, 
staged at Churchfield School from 
September �004.

•  To utilise a child-centred approach to create 
opportunities for students to tell us how they 
would like to be taught and to suggest their 
own ideas as to how Primitive Streak can 
develop their learning experience across  
the subjects it touches.

•  Using Primitive Streak as a model to generate 
creative learning mechanisms which can be 
piloted and evaluated for future use.

•  To exploit the educational potential with 
projects such as Primitive Streak by 
experimenting with new ways of learning 
which impact on both students and teachers.

•  To end the project with a defined set of  
new learning tools which will have evolved 
out of ideas generated by diverse and  
multi-disciplinary participation throughout 
Creative Lab’s first residency.

Why Churchfield School? 
Rehana Mughal, Creative Programme 
Manager at Creative Partnerships, London 
South, visited Churchfield School and it was 
agreed with the acting Headteacher, Matthew 
Holmes, that ten pieces from Primitive Streak 
and Amygdala would be exhibited there. A 
special secondary in Greenwich for students 
with moderate learning difficulties, Churchfield 
currently educates over 50 Year 10 and 11 
children and is undergoing a phased closure 
due to the local authority’s inclusion policy.  
The school, therefore, had ample space to 
accommodate both Primitive Streak and 
Amygdala in its highly atmospheric, Victorian 
splendour. For the staff, not only did this 
represent an interesting and challenging 
opportunity, it also continued the tradition of 
working effectively with the wider community 
and partner organisations. 

Rehana Mughal comments: 
‘The Creative Lab was an experiment. It 
created a unique space that engaged all 
participants equally; young people  worked 
directly with Helen Storey and were able to 
recognise their own learning through using 
reflective practice. Teachers from arts, science 
and sports subject areas worked together, 
shared ideas and thoughts in response to the 
Primitive Streak collection. The environment 
encouraged creative thinking and participants 
from both Primary and Secondary Schools 
had the opportunity to return to the space 
again to further develop their thinking once 
they had begun testing their ideas in school. 
The collaboration lead to fresh thinking about 
the way we teach and learn. Two Creative 
Partnerships areas in Bristol and The East 
Midlands will now host the Creative Lab  
and continue to develop this form of 
collaborative practice.’ 

Matthew Holmes comments: 
‘Churchfield School welcomed the opportunity 
to have an interactive exhibition based in the 
school. The visual impact of both Primitive 
Streak and Amygdala exceeded expectations. 
The immediate response from staff and pupils 
can be described as, “Wow!” The students 
were inspired and used the dresses as a 
stimulus for their “Growth and Change” design 
project. Visitors to the school also contributed 
to the vibrancy, challenge, purpose and 
diversity that is central to the school’s culture 
and ethos.’

Kate Storey comments: 
‘Meeting the school children at Churchfield 
who have worked with ‘Primitive Streak’ was  
a revelation. I was astonished by their fresh 
observations and creative energy. They have 
taken aspects of the designs, found out about 
the scientific facts that inspired them and then 
discovered new ways to represent what they 
have understood. Some children were also 
curious about the science and wanted to know 
more – “Why does the sperm swim towards 
the egg?” – so they have come full circle and 
are asking scientific questions…which is all I 
had hoped for…’ 

Helen Storey: 
Primitive Streak was an experiment. For 
myself, as a designer, it was unlike anything  
I had ever undertaken before. Whilst it was 
being created it seemed to involve a constant 
mental requirement to be able to bear feelings 
of being out of my depth and trusting the 
process alone, much like the leap of faith  
and process of learning children encounter  
in school every day.

Although Kate and I had been unsure of  
what we were creating, once the work was 
completed, it didn’t take long to see that 
Primitive Streak had taken on a magic of its 
own. It captured the imaginations of many 
people from very diverse backgrounds and, 
perhaps most heartening of all, those of 
children.
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The theme of experimentation has continued 
and, in the spirit of how it was created, became 
the backdrop to the first Creative Partnerships, 
London South Creative Lab. There we invited 
schools from all over south London to come 
and use the collection and hear our account  
of what it took creatively to make it, as stimuli 
for others to think differently about the ways  
in which we teach and learn.

I was most impressed by the depth and 
richness of the questions raised by the 
students, they seemed to be as much about 
life and how a creative individual can live in 
these times, as curiosity about how art and 
science connect.

Teacher Exchange 
For teachers it seemed to offer a way to create 
new delivery mechanisms across curriculum 
subjects, touching simultaneously on science, 
art, poetry, 3D design, Personal, Social and 
Health Education (PSHE), female health and 
broader emotional intelligence.

For teachers visiting without their pupils,  
it offered space for reconsidering some  
of their own practice:

‘I was able to free my thinking away from  
a subject-specific focus to a more lateral 
approach, an inspiration to take some risks!’  
Teacher, Thomas Tallis School

As with many projects it is the unpredictable 
that creates the most memorable moments.  
A really surprising and exciting idea emerged 
from Thomas Tallis School whereby an art 
teacher and two science teachers carried 
experimentation to a courageous extreme. 
They agreed to swap teaching roles and, after 
significant planning and time, delivered three 
new lessons away from their own core subject 
by combining the teaching of science through 
art and vice versa.

The results have been powerful and have 
exposed new points of entry for learning – 
especially for pupils with learning difficulties – 
as well as renewed awareness of different 
learning styles. New tools for learning have  
also emerged by simply using equipment  
and techniques normally located in a science 
laboratory or art room and applying them to 
the opposite discipline. The element of 
surprise, both in teaching and use of new 
materials, contributed to renewed attention 
spans across different learning abilities.

Perhaps most importantly of all and, in a way 
that brings us full circle as to what creating 
Primitive Streak was all about, ‘teacher 
exchange’ evoked empathy from the pupils,  
as they witnessed the personal risk the teachers 
were taking, and for the teachers there was a 
sharp reminder of the vulnerability of learning. 
Their project has come to symbolise what the 
Creative Lab was and is, all about.

A DVD is available of the Teacher Exchange 
initiative from Alison Graves: 
alison.graves@creative-partnerships.com

Image Credits in  
order of appearance:
(1) Primitive Streak images 
Photographer: Justine  
Model: Korrina at Models1
(�) Amygdala  
Photographer: Rachel Hazell
(3–9) Primitive Streak images 
Photographer: Justine  
Model: Korrina at Models1
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Journeys of discovery  
and change 
The SNAP project at  
St Buryan County Primary 
School, Cornwall
ESEN KAYA
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Background 
In 199�, when I was appointed as Education 
Officer at Newlyn Art Gallery, Cornwall, I began 
to develop a better understanding of how 
gallery education could inspire and encourage 
learning for all. Interested to explore ways of 
maintaining links with audiences, I set out to 
target and to engage with a wide range of 
individuals from the community and from 
formal education. Seven years ago, I met Janet 
Pascoe, Art Coordinator at St Buryan County 
Primary School. She was eager to develop 
contacts with the gallery in order to give pupils 
at her school access to contemporary art and 
creativity. We have since worked together to 
devise activities and have built a sustainable 
relationship ensuring continual reflection, 
dialogue and potential change. As the years 
have passed, the relationship between the 
school and gallery has thrived, but always 
moving through familiar territory. Although we 
wanted to take more risks, with limited funds 
for project work such ambitions only existed  
in the form of development plans and ideas. 

Having continually evaluated and reflected 
upon all the many projects delivered as part  
of the education programme at the gallery,  
I realised that to change perceptions of how 
gallery education could become integral to the 
work in schools and to have real, sustainable 
impact, we needed to take the relationship to 
another level. We needed to ‘test the water’, 
with a concept I had been thinking about for 
some time. 

Janet and I shared ideas and passion for 
creativity, but had this influenced the 
headteacher? Was creativity just seen as a 
bolt-on addition to the core subjects, or had 
our projects made an impact anywhere else 
within the school? I wanted to explore the 
possibility of influencing the entire school  
with the approval and support from the 
headteacher. Just as we required the means 
for this to happen, the government and Arts 
Council England announced the arrival of 
Creative Partnerships. I approached Creative 
Partnerships, Cornwall with my plan to further 
the relationship with St Buryan. 

Concept 
Developing a sustainable relationship with  
the gallery’s audiences cannot be achieved 
with all of them at any given time; prioritising  
is, therefore, necessary. I toyed with the idea  
of the words ‘creative partnership’, and 
wondered how a fruitful and potentially 
transformative creative partnership might  
be achieved with a school. My concept was  
to acknowledge the work Janet and I had 
already done and to incorporate more time  
to explore new ways of working. 

The model for this is described in the diagram 
below. The fundamental factor is a creative 
exchange between a teacher and a practising 
artist and how this creative partnership could 
influence and impact on the wider school 
community overall. This creative exchange of 
two professional individuals was an opportunity 
to develop a relationship, engage in dialogue, 
exchange knowledge and skills and to examine 
the existing planning structures of the 
curriculum. This would enable the creation  
of a programme of work related to the National 
Curriculum, Qualifications and Curriculum 
Authority (QCA) schemes of work and key 
exhibitions at Newlyn Art Gallery. The link to 
contemporary art was central to this process, 
as this was to be the source of ideas and 
inspiration and was principally based on 
providing access to creative, contemporary 
thinking, learning and making for all those 
involved. 

The partnership with Creative Partnerships, 
Cornwall provided the means for all of the 
above to take place. With their expertise, 
energy, forward thinking and attitude, as well 
as financial capability, the concept-project  
was realised and, in fact, travelled to new and 
unexpected horizons. After initial discussions 
with the teaching staff and headteacher at  
St Buryan School, I presented Creative 
Partnerships with the proposal: 

Strategy 
The SNAP project (Schools Newlyn Artists’ 
Partnership), was a pilot model which could  
be applied and tailored to meet the needs of 
any school. It focused on offering pupils and 
teachers unique and sustained access to 
practising artists through the continuation  
of relationship building with the gallery and 
Creative Partnerships. 

After a series of planning meetings, 
consultations and deliberations between  
all partners, the pilot was devised. Artist  
Emma Wilson partnered Janet Pascoe for  
the academic year from September �003  
to July �004, taking up residency for one  
day per week. Two terms before the end  
she left on maternity leave, handing over  
to artist, Georgina Kennedy. 

Initially, we were keen to look at the 
consequences of having an artist resident  
in school across an entire academic year.  
With this as an organic process in mind,  
we wondered to what degree change might 
occur within the school and what might 
happen when there were new partnerships  
at work, new people, new skills and new 
experiences. We were also curious to know 
how this would impact on developing 
motivation, skills and sustainability of creative 
education at the school and that of all the 
creative partners involved. 

Further to this, the project aimed to establish 
an art-focused, cross-curricular method of 
teaching, aiming to promote a more cohesive 
way of learning, raising standards of attainment 
and presentation, increasing pupils’ curiosity 
and excitement for learning and improving 
teacher motivation and skills. It was decided 
from the outset that its success was heavily 
reliant on sustaining regular contact and 
collaboration between all partners. Although 
specific responsibilities were given to 
individuals, all partners contributed throughout 
the course of the project and were committed 
to ensuring its completion. 
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Newlyn Art Gallery Creative Partnerships, Cornwall

• The facilitators, providing empowering and enriching opportunities for Formal Education sector

• Encouraging and raising awareness of the creative potential in gallery education 

• Fostering and embedding sustainable creative thinking and learning practices

Artist(s) Teacher

• The exchange of knowledge and skills developed over time

• The development of a cross-curricular empowering relationship

• Transferring creative ideas and skills to pupils and one another

Individual pupil(s)

• The development of key knowledge and skills through creative learning

• Raising the level of standards in individuals

The whole school community

• Raising the levels of standards across the school community

• Placing creative teaching and learning at the heart of school’s core activities

• Placing greater emphasis on parental contribution and importance of inclusion
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The programme of work, devised as a result  
of regular planning meetings, consisted of 
activities that challenged and evoked 
questioning, and was inspired by the work of  
artists exhibiting at the gallery. It included a 
diverse range of subjects from art to physical 
education. Creative Partnerships played an 
instrumental part and provided ways of 
evaluating, raising the project’s profile amongst 
the community at large and offered teaching 
staff continuous professional development 
(CPD) opportunities to encourage the new 
skills and expertise. We all wanted to sustain 
effective communication and after the initial 
planning meeting, regular contact was 
maintained. 

Impact 
Janet Pascoe recalls her first planning meeting 
with Emma Wilson. She says: 

‘I came to an uneasy conclusion; the creativity 
I’d brought to my work as a new teacher had 
been slowly, but insidiously eroded. As we 
discussed the school’s planning process, 
realisation slowly crept in: I’d been teaching  
for over 20 years and during that time, new 
initiatives and policies had not only prescribed 
what I should be teaching, but also how. It 
seemed, in retrospect, that I’d begun teaching 
in 1980 having taken a similar approach to 
planning an independent holiday; it was on  
my terms, with my choice of subject-matter, 
taught using methods I considered best  
(no National Curriculum then!) It became  
very clear that my ‘independent travel’ had 
become a ‘package holiday’. On a personal 
level, this was one of those life-changing 
moments; I realised two things: first, I’d 
become lost, overtaken by one too many 
educational initiatives and, second, I was 
determined to find myself again.’

After this meeting, Emma and Janet began 
exploring the planning process, making sense 
of the current system and how best to apply 
creativity in order to make long-term, dramatic 
changes. I joined them to provide information 
on the forthcoming exhibition programme  
and we set about matching the National 
Curriculum’s attainment targets and QCA 
schemes of work to what was to be shown in 
the gallery. The aim was not to be prescriptive, 
but to challenge traditional recommendations 
of how creativity should be taught. Pupils  
were about to be introduced to completely 
new ways of working, whilst teachers were  
to be given the opportunity to take risks within 
areas of work either rarely practised or entirely 
new to them. The school’s achievements were 
predominately within physical education and 
creativity was not high on the agenda. This  
was about to change and it was only with the 
encouragement and gentle persuasion from 
Janet that the Headteacher gave the support 
to enable an organic filtration process to  
take place. 

Evaluation was an integral part of the overall 
project and was woven in at the planning stage 
as a way of continuously reflecting upon the 
strategy, approach, progress and findings. 
Janet kept a video-diary whilst other staff  
and pupils documented their work, keeping 
account of activities, reactions and opinions 
from each session within individual project 
diaries. Ensuring these reflective methods  
were used not only aided the developmental 
process, but also provided the necessary and 
often surprising findings at the final stages and 
end of project evaluation. During discussions 
with pupils we received many highly articulated 
comments on the new experiences in which 
they engaged.

Although we wanted to make an impact 
across the school and provide each pupil,  
their parents and all teaching staff with varying 
creative opportunities, we were also aware of 
the need for gradual change. The programme 
of work planned for the academic year 
consisted of class visits to the gallery, where 
time was spent viewing, discussing, analysing 
and making work related to and inspired by the 
current exhibition, followed by more detailed 
study back in school. Throughout the project,  
it was not only important for teaching staff and 
pupils to establish a relationship with Emma 
and Georgina, but also to gain access to and 
engage with other practising/exhibiting artists, 
thereby enabling the development of broader 
understanding and increased vocabulary 
within creative arts processes  
and practice. 

Inspiration and progression 
Halfway through the project, Creative 
Partnerships, Cornwall invited Janet, Emma 
and myself to visit the inspirational Priory 
School in London, which had been working 
with Creative Partnerships, Slough. The trip 
was principally about gathering insight and 
evidence on how this beacon school had 
successfully applied creativity at the heart of  
its entire curriculum; it was an overwhelming 
experience. By providing this opportunity to 
learn from other teachers, Creative 
Partnerships had created even more intrigue, 
fascination and empowerment for radical 
change to happen at St Buryan. Armed with 
ideas and renewed energy, we set out to tailor 
a method that would suit the school and the 
personalities within it. After much deliberation 
and consultation, plans for radical change 
were drawn up. Janet and Emma had decided 
to use a painting each term on which to base 
the planning of the Foundation subjects: art & 
design, history, geography, RE, CDT, music, 
and PE. In addition, they made the decision to 
use the work of local artists to complement 
paintings outlined in the National Curriculum. 
This method of planning began with Years 5 
and 6 in the Spring Term, then Years 3 and 4  
in the Summer Term. 
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As the project progressed, positive feedback 
received from both pupils and parents caused 
us to consider how best to present these 
findings and comments – as well as the 
experimental work the pupils were producing 
with new materials and processes, expressed 
in confident language. We felt it important for 
parents, governors and visitors to the school  
to be allowed to share in the achievements  
that were taking place as a result of the artist’s 
residency and to witness how the project had 
influenced the whole school community.  
A designated place for this purpose was  
hard to find, as there was limited wall-space 
within the main areas of the school building. 
However, there was a corridor that led to other 
classrooms and the school hall. It was decided 
that this could perfectly house a small project 
gallery. After consultation, the area was painted 
and transformed with shelving, spotlights and 
display boards into a space with a clear identity 
and sense of purpose. Thus, this once dark, 
characterless corridor came alive, awash with 
vibrant and visually intriguing work, ranging 
from painting, sculptures and video-diaries,  
to individual pupils’ note-books and press 
articles covering the project. 

Another factor that influenced the introduction 
of the gallery space in school was as a direct 
result of project work shown as part of the 
gallery’s annual education exhibition, 
ARTiculate. Each year in March, Newlyn Art 
Gallery takes an opportunity to reflect upon  
the previous year’s education programme by 
illustrating the diversity of both the programme 
and its audiences through the programming of 
a professionally installed exhibition. The SNAP 
project played a key role in ARTiculate in March 
�004. Pupils, parents and teachers all came  
to the Open Day, and commented on how 
empowering this opportunity was. One child 
commented excitedly:

‘Our work is in the gallery… next to work  
by older children and adults… it’s amazing…  
we came here to see work by famous artists… 
and now I feel like an artist!’

Such heartfelt responses are profound and 
affect organisations such as Newlyn just as 
much as other, more statistical information 
related to audience development and 
performance targets that impact on 
developmental strategies. 

Results 
Each partner felt a sense of ownership and 
responsibility for the project and contributed 
reflectively and progressively to the programme. 
In the summer term �004, Ofsted visited the 
school for its inspection. All staff were 
confident that the standards of pupils’ learning 
and work had been raised significantly and that 
teaching had taken on a new lease of life as a 
result of this project. Ofsted reported that 
within all Foundation subjects there had been 
significant improvements. On art & design,  
it commented, 

‘Standards are well above expectation at the 
end of Years 2–6. Pupils’ achievement is very 
good… they evaluate what they are doing and 
make sensible suggestions about how their 
work can be improved… Pupils know about  
a wide range of artists and have produced 
several very effective pictures in their styles. 
Throughout the school, work is imaginative, 
inventive and often highly original… Teachers 
use a wide range of different teaching styles  
to stimulate interest. Pupils respond 
enthusiastically and have very positive  
attitudes to the subject, materials and their 
environment… The coordinator leads and 
manages the subject very well, ensuring  
that the subject is well resourced and has 
collected a portfolio of pupils’ work, which  
acts as a record of achievement as they move 
through the school. Excellent use has been 
made of visiting artists to stimulate pupils’ 
imagination and as a consequence, the 
subject makes a very good contribution  
to pupils’ spiritual, social and cultural 
development. The excellent link with  
Newlyn Art Gallery, has had a very positive 
effect on the standards pupils achieve.’ 
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The school carried out its own evaluation of the 
project with staff and parents and their main 
findings were:

•  Children’s attitudes towards learning had 
improved in all areas

• Self-esteem had increased in many children
•  Presentation of work and handwriting had 

improved
•  Staff had increased confidence in teaching 

creative arts 

One of the most profound effects of this project 
was the transformation in the headteacher’s 
perception of the ‘art’ curriculum; he has 
sustained his enthusiasm for creativity by 
supporting and encouraging all his teaching 
staff. Teachers across the school became 
more confident about their understanding of 
‘art’ and in their own abilities to explore new 
processes, materials and equipment to foster 
different ways of delivering all subjects. Janet 
reported that the general feeling amongst staff 
is of wanting to loosen the parameters a little, 
using a poem, story, illustration or piece of 
music, perhaps, as the focus, making the 
creative spectrum greater, in order to provide  
a broader range of breath and balance to the 
curriculum as a whole. The transformation of 
the planning of the Foundation subjects has 
been sustained. 

The impact on the artists involved was similarly 
profound:

‘The project has allowed me to spend quality 
time working with a teacher to draw together 
ideas, exchange skills and become a valuable 
person within the school setting… and not  
be seen as a temporary “expert”, who is 
parachuted into the school environment…’ 
Emma Wilson

‘It was a process of sharing ideas and 
experiences. Due to the structure and length  
of the project it became an integral part of my 
own creative processes, paralleling, feeding 
and challenging them in many respects. It 
allowed me time to reflect and explore in a way 
that is rarely possible when artists are involved 
in schools-based projects and because of this, 
my own practice was allowed to breathe with 
it. It’s encouraged me to think how art can 
involve communities and how communities 
involve art – something that has become an 
integral part of my own professional pursuits.’  
Georgina Kennedy

Through the work with Creative Partnerships, 
the gallery successfully managed a timely 
project that exceeded all our expectations.  
We took a flexible approach to project 
development and delivery and generated  
a heightened understanding of ways in  
which gallery education is able to influence, 
complement and challenge traditional teaching 
and learning methods – all of which had an 
effect on the gallery’s future strategy for 
audience development. 

One of the principal lessons learnt as a result  
of the SNAP project was the importance of 
structuring long-term development plans 
within the formal education sector. Of course, 
organisations such as Newlyn Art Gallery are 
not in the position to engage with all its 
audiences in such close proximity, but if the 
commitment to establish sustainable dialogue 
and imaginative risk-taking is embraced, then 
creativity can be at the heart of teaching and 
learning for all. 

Image Credits in  
order of appearance:
(1) Collecting Ideas, Years  
5 & 6 pupils in the gallery
(�-3) Images by Esen Kaya, Year � 
pupils with Georgina Kennedy
(4) Pupils from Years 5 & 6 in 
discussion with artist Georgina 
Kennedy, Newlyn Art Gallery

Kaya  5�



Anna Cutler studied Film and Drama at 
Bulmershe College in Reading. She began 
work as a theatre director but then focused  
on contemporary arts administration and 
production with a variety of organisations such 
as Cultural Industry (Rose English, Jan Fabre), 
Dance Umbrella (Dance Festival in Newcastle) 
and the Place Theatre in London (The Data 
Place and Video Place, now the Professional 
Resource Centre for Dance). She was a 
founding member of HPA, an organisation  
that set up an arts centre for young people, 
and she spent five years at the University of 
North London as a Lecturer in Theatre Studies. 

In 199� Anna moved to Belfast and provided 
events for Belfast Festival at Queens. In 1998 
she set up Young at Art, the first international 
children’s festival in Northern Ireland, and was 
its director until �00�. She also worked as 
creative adviser/ writer for Belfast’s bid to 
become Capital of Culture �008 and has  
taken on roles from playwright to archivist. 
Anna has been the Director of Creative 
Partnerships, Kent since its inception in  
�00� and has now been seconded to  
research and evaluation programmes  
on behalf of Creative Partnerships.

Noel Dunne is a freelance Producer, 
specialising in creative learning programmes 
and supporting individuals and organisations 
with their development. For the past four  
years, Noel has worked as a Creative Agent 
with Creative Partnerships, Black Country, 
supporting high schools and creative 
professionals to develop and evaluate their 
Creative Partnerships programmes.

Sarah Cole is an artist whose socially engaged, 
collaborative practice frequently involves 
working within school and other educational 
contexts. Recent examples of work include 
creating a ‘spitting performance’ with students 
at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine and placing a live horse in a 
classroom in a secondary school in West 
Bromwich. Sarah is also a lecturer at Central 
Saint Martin’s College of Art and Design.

Sara Giddens is a choreographer with a 
background in both research and education. 
She is an experienced lecturer, teacher, 
facilitator, project manager and mentor. She 
works both independently and collaboratively 
with other artists and educators, particularly 
dancers, writers, musicians, gardeners, 
architects, video/new media makers,  
teaching assistants, teachers and creative 
organisations. Since �00�, Sara has been a 
Creative Development worker with Creative 
Partnerships, Nottingham, developing, in 
particular, Creative Spaces and Spaces for 
Creativity. Sara has also recently been working 
with Creative Partnerships, Derby facilitating 
and supporting action research projects with 
schools and Regularly Funded Organisations. 
Most recently, Sara has been developing work 
in her local area through Junction Arts, Creative 
Partnerships Bolsover, Ashfield and Mansfield 
and Creative Forum and is looking forward to 
developing and extending this work further. 
Sara is co-director of Bodies in Flight 
performance company which tours nationally 
and internationally. The work has often been 
described as ‘cutting edge and accessible’, 
attracting a wide cross-section of audiences. 
Sara has recently been awarded a research 
bursary from Articulating Dance, the 
Choreographic Lab at the University of 
Northampton.  
Contact sara@creativeforum.co.uk 

David Gilbert’s first degree was in Drama, 
after which he spent several years performing 
and directing in fringe theatre and theatre-in-
education. He worked in youth theatre and 
community arts before returning to education 
to study History of Art, specialising in New 
Media and Contemporary Practice – a subject 
he went on to teach at Sheffield Hallam 
University. In 199�, he developed a challenging 
contemporary art programme for Rotherham 
Borough Council before moving to Pavilion in 
Leeds as New Media Curator, where he 
commissioned and curated work by artists 
working with technology. In �00� he became 
Manager of the national visual arts and crafts 
organisation, The Art House. Here he managed 
Creative Partnerships supported projects 
including ‘media[tion]’, an international selected 
exhibition of work by artists working with media 
and new media, co-curated with a group of 
secondary school students, and five site-
specific artist commissions at historic sites  
in South Yorkshire. David joined Creative 
Partnerships at the end of March �004 as 
Creative Director. He is now Arts in the Peak 
Coordinator, based in Bakewell, leading a 
social enterprise which exists to sustain and 
develop the Peak District’s distinctive cultural 
identity through practical and strategic support 
of its artists.

Biographies
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Esen Kaya obtained a first class BA (Hons) 
degree in Fine Art Sculpture from Bretton Hall 
College, University of Leeds in 1996. She was 
commissioned to make installations for Crystal 
Clear, an artists-led project in Leeds and 
Wakefield Art Gallery & Museum during  
1996. She gained experience in freelance  
and voluntary gallery and museum education 
from 1995–9� while at university and while 
employed at the Adult Education Centre,  
Park Lane College, Leeds. She was Education 
Officer at Newlyn Art Gallery, Cornwall between 
November 199� and March �005. She was 
invited to be one of two Area Representatives 
for engage in the south west between 1998–
99 and completed engage’s Learning in 
Galleries course, with the Institute of Education, 
University of London in �001. She was 
appointed Creative Programmer for Creative 
Partnerships, Northumberland in March  
�005 and left in November �005 to diversify 
knowledge and skills in her arts career. Since 
then, she has undertaken further professional 
development in Management and Effectiveness 
and Consultancy Training, Arts Council England 
North East from November 05 to January 
�006. She is currently a freelance Arts and 
Education Consultant, working on a Feasibility 
Study, Audit Consultancy project and the 
development of education resource packs,  
all for various north east arts organisations.  
Contact esen_kaya@hotmail.com

Sheila McGregor has worked as a curator in 
Southport, Worcester, Birmingham and Walsall, 
where she was Deputy Director of The New Art 
Gallery. Since moving to Yorkshire in �001, she 
has undertaken freelance work in the arts and 
heritage education sectors, including project 
management for the Leeds-based 
organisation CapeUK. She is currently working 
with the Contemporary Art Society and the 
West Midlands Hub to raise the profile of 
contemporary art collecting in regional galleries.

The Room 13 Hareclive, Bristol 
contributors: 
Shannon Coombs, the Managing Director 
�004 – �005 has given speeches most notably 
at the Tate Modern and Cambridge University 
and also participated in the Irish Museum of 
Modern Art residency.

Fabien Mokhtari, Filmmaker, participated in the 
Irish Museum of Modern Art residency and is 
currently working on a Film Council project.

Zoe James, the Managing Director  
�005 – �006

Amy Phillips, the Secretary  
�005 – �006

Paige Hatherall, the Treasurer  
�005 – �006

Abbie Massiah, the Fundraiser  
�005 – �006 

Paul Bradley, Artist in residence  
�003 – �006

Amanda Colbourne is Programme Manager, 
Creative Partnerships, Bristol

Helen Storey is a Research Fellow at the 
University of Arts London, and a visiting 
Professor at Heriot Watt University and Kings 
College, London. She launched a fashion label 
in 1984 and was awarded ‘Most Innovative 
Designer’ and ‘Best Designer Exporter’ in 
1990. She was nominated for ‘British Designer 
of the Year’ in 1990 and 1991. The trading arm 
of Helen Storey closed in June 1995 and her 
autobiography, Fighting Fashion was published 
in 1996. In 199�, Helen and her sister, biologist 
Dr Kate Storey, completed a ground breaking 
project ‘Primitive Streak’ which brought 
together the worlds of science and fashion 
through the creation of a fashion collection. 
Sponsored by the Wellcome Trust, Crafts 
Council, Royal Society, the Design Council  
and London College of Fashion it was 
launched at the ICA in London in October 
199�. Since 199� it has toured the UK and 
eight other countries where it has been seen 
by three million people. The Creative Lab 
opened in Bristol in May �006 and is opening 
in collaboration with four other Creative 
Partnerships in north east England and  
11 LEAs from September �006.  
For further information see  
www.helenstoreyfoundation.org or contact 
Caroline Coates at cchstorey@lineone.net
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Leanne Turvey is currently the Education 
Coordinator at Chisenhale Gallery, 
programming artist-led projects for the  
gallery’s constituent audience and its local 
community. Current projects include Ed’s 
Space, an artists’ collective working together 
to create events and social happenings and 
The Organisation, a group of local children  
who meet at the gallery each week to work 
with artist Eve Peasnall to develop their own 
arts organisation. Leanne is freelance 
coordinator for Look Ahead Housing and  
Care Youth Arts Programme, managing five 
cross-arts projects per year for young people 
in supported housing. In addition, Leanne is 
part of DRAWING RESIDENCY, a 
contemporary drawing group.

Sue Webb is currently Assistant Headteacher 
at Priory School and has worked at the school 
for over 13 years, coordinating several year 
groups and subject areas during that time.  
Art, maths and ICT are her areas of focus  
and she was delighted to be asked to be  
the Creative Partnerships Coordinator from 
September �00�. She has managed the whole 
school project from the beginning and has 
been incredibly proud of everyone involved. 
She named the project the Creative Learning 
Curriculum because that is exactly what is 
happening at Priory. Everyone is learning in a 
creative way throughout all areas of the 
curriculum.
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